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Author’s Note
Love & Friendship was written in 2016 and published on my blog as a Christmas gifts to
readers of the Night Horde MC saga. The events of this book develop a story that occurs
in the background of Nolan: Return to Signal Bend, at the end of a long timeline that
covers the whole of the that saga, from Move the Sun, Book One of the Signal Bend
Series, through Calm & Storm, the conclusion of the Night Horde SoCal, and through
most of Nolan, a standalone follow-up to the two series. If you haven’t read all those
seventeen books, then you will probably find yourself a bit lost here, and you will most
definitely be spoiled for very significant events that occur throughout the Night Horde
stories.
Proceed, then, new readers, at your own risk.
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Love will enter cloaked in friendship’s name.
~ Ovid
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PART ONE
The First Winter
1
God, he was lonely. It wrapped around his throat like an iron collar.
On this first Thanksgiving without Riley, Bart’s brain wanted to overlay all his
memories, the traditions he and his wife had built, and had been a part of, in the years of
their marriage, on the events of this day, in a new place, with a new Horde. Every scent,
every sound, every sight jarred against his memories, either too familiar or too strange.
He’d come home to an unfamiliar life. And God, he was lonely. He wanted Riley.
Four months since her death. One month since he’d packed up their children and moved
home to Signal Bend, put the world that had killed his wife to his back, so he could give
their kids a life without bloodshed and horror and grief and loss.
A move made too goddamn late.
He stood at the end of Badger and Adrienne’s porch, a bottle of beer forgotten in his
hand, and watched his son Ian playing with Badger’s son Henry and Cory’s son Loki.
They threw a football back and forth. For all the world, they were three happy boys
killing time before Thanksgiving dinner.
But Bart knew that Ian was changed since his mother’s death. He knew the light in Ian’s
eyes had dimmed, and he knew his eldest son was angry and lost. His laughter, as
Henry’s ball went wide and landed in an old wooden wheelbarrow Adrienne used as a
planter, couldn’t cast the shadows out.
And that was Bart’s fault. He’d failed his children.
Moreover, now that they’d been in Signal Bend for a few weeks, Bart had come to see
how little he knew about what his children needed. Riley and Marta, their longtime
housekeeper, had been the kids’ primary caregivers. They’d managed the routines and
schedules. They’d known all the likes and dislikes, the needs and the idiosyncrasies.
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Bart had thought he’d been a good father. He’d thought that he’d been there for his kids,
but he now understood that Riley had been carrying his slack for a decade of parenthood.
Bart had been there for the Horde. Riley had been there for their family.
Now he was all their children had left, but he was choking inside that iron shackle of
grief and loneliness. Every morning, he woke alone in bed, now in a strange room he’d
never shared with his wife, and every morning, he lay and stared at the blank white
ceiling and felt the band tighten as Riley’s absence settled around his neck again.
All he had left of his wife was their children. He could fail them no longer. But he didn’t
know how to give them what they needed. His whole attention, since Riley’s death, had
been on getting them out of Madrone. That accomplished, he was lost again.
“You good, brother?” Badger came up and stood at his side against the porch railing, and
Bart dragged his brain away from his glum thoughts.
“Yeah. Just watching the boys.”
Ian and Henry were the same age—eight—and Loki was ten, just like Bart’s girl, Lexi.
They’d all become friends easily. Ian had even wound up in Henry’s third-grade class,
and they were showing signs, after just these few weeks, of becoming best buds. Bart was
glad; the more ties his children found on their own to Signal Bend, the more quickly their
wounds would heal.
Bart shook himself fully into this moment and took a pull from his beer. “I should check
on Deck and Lex.”
“Adrienne has Deck with Megan and Caroline, making hand turkeys. Lexi’s in the
kitchen with Gia, helping the other old ladies. All’s good. The boys are good. The game
is on. Come on inside, bro. Sit with your brothers.”
When Bart had been Missouri Horde before, Badger had been a pimply-faced Prospect,
and then a new patch afraid to speak up in the Keep. That patch had barely had any wear
when Bart had given up his own beloved patch, his whole kutte, and moved to Southern
California.
Now, Badger was President of the Missouri charter—the mother charter—of the Night
Horde MC. The most important man in all of the Horde.
Yeah, Bart’s home was unfamiliar.
With a halfhearted nod, Bart drained his bottle and followed Badge into the house.
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2
“OH!” Declan yelled, “IRON MAN!!!” He dived into the box and pulled out the figure in
question.
“No, Deck!” Lexi, his big sister, snatched the boxed toy from his hands. “That’s not for
you! That’s for a child who isn’t going to get a Christmas unless we give them toys.”
Deck crossed his arms over his chest and scowled at his sister, his lip fully extended, in a
picture of sour discontent. “He must be a bad boy, because SANTA brings presents to
good boys and girls.”
“Santa needs help because there are so many good girls and boys that he can’t get to
everybody all in one night.” Lexi, who no longer believed in Santa Claus, and apparently
hadn’t for years, turned to Cory for affirmation. “Right, Aunt Cory?”
Cory had been watching their exchange, a stylus in her hand, poised above the tablet on
which she’d been logging the donations from the box she’d had set up at Valhalla Vin for
the past few weeks. By last night, the box—a big one—had been overflowing, as usual.
For all the years she’d been managing the wine bar, she’d had that box out at Christmas,
and it always overflowed. The people of Signal Bend stepped up, every time.
It would have been easier to have logged donations regularly over these weeks, but
everybody—staff and regulars alike—got a kick out of watching the box fill up. So each
year she let it sit until the donation period was closed, and then spent a few hours doing
paperwork.
Usually, that meant a day spent alone here at the bar, but this year, she had Bart’s kids for
the day while he was off with the rest of the Horde, doing the club’s part of the town’s
Christmas Eve.
“Right, Lexi,” she answered Bart’s daughter, then turned her attention to his youngest
son. “We’re helping Santa out.”
Clearly unconvinced, Declan continued to pout. Deck was four and a handful. Cory
wouldn’t say he was spoiled—how could a boy so young who’d seen his mother
murdered right before his eyes be spoiled?—but he was rambunctious and, well,
emphatic about everything. He was a sweet kid, affectionate and kind, but Cory didn’t
think he’d been hearing the word ‘no’ very much lately.
She’d been spending a lot of time with Bart’s kids for the past couple of months, since
Bart had moved them all home from Southern California. All the Horde old ladies were
helping him out, but Cory had found herself volunteering again and again. Part of it was
simply that she had more time—she had a full staff at Valhalla Vin, and no other
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obligations but Loki, and the other old ladies all had their hands much fuller. Loki was
another reason: he was ten, and Lexi was ten. And Ian, Bart’s middle child, was eight.
They enjoyed each other’s company, and she enjoyed seeing Loki play guide to the new
kids.
She enjoyed being around them in general. Over the past couple of months, Cory had
started to feel how tiny her life had been—and how lonely she’d been for a very long
time. It was nice to be needed and to have so much clamor around her.
Taking Iron Man from Lexi, Cory crouched down at Deck’s level and tugged lightly on
the hem of his hoodie. She handed him the toy. “Deck, don’t you have an Iron Man at
home?”
With the toy closed protectively in his arms, he gave her a sidelong look. “Yeah…”
“And you have Thor and Hulk and Captain America, too, right? And Black Widow and
the Falcon, and all the Avengers.”
Obviously knowing where Cory was headed, Deck sighed. “Yeah.”
“Wouldn’t it be nice if we gave this one to a little boy who doesn’t have one already?”
“Or a little girl!” Lexi chimed in. “Little girls can like Iron Man, too!”
“You’re right, Lex. They sure can. Wouldn’t it be nice, Deck?”
An even heavier, theatrically heavy, sigh. “Yeah.” Deck put the toy back in the box.
“Thank you, buddy. Do you think you could help me pull the wagon out to the truck? It’s
pretty heavy, and I don’t think I can do it by myself.”
In typical four-year-old fashion, Deck’s mood changed with a blink, and he grinned. “I
can help! I have MUSCLES!” He flexed his arms like Mr. Universe and ran to the back,
not waiting for Cory to bring the rest of the toys that would make up the next load for
Loki’s old Radio Flyer wagon.
As she walked back, she caught a glance with Ian, who had been helping Loki organize
the load in the truck and was now sitting at the end of the bar on his own. He was
scowling at her.
“You okay, hon?” she asked him.
Ian was prickly. The little boy who laughed and played with Loki and with his brother
and sister, who wrestled with Thor, Cory’s dog, and ran around the clubhouse with all the
kids, especially Henry, Badger and Adrienne’s oldest, also eight, was not the little boy
who interacted with Cory. With her, Ian was subdued. Compliant but not enthusiastic. All
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of Bart’s children had been on the scene when their mother was killed, but she thought
maybe Ian had been most deeply affected by that trauma. She didn’t know how to help
him, and she didn’t know if it was her place to try.
That was the hardest thing about spending all this time taking care of Bart’s kids. She
wasn’t their mother. They barely knew her. They’d lost their mother horribly only
months before, and she was sure they needed some kind of help to cope with that loss,
but it wasn’t her place. Was it?
In some ways, she thought Bart would have embraced the idea that somebody besides
him was helping them recover. He was still deep in his own grief, it was palpable in
every second spent in his presence, and he seemed unsure of himself as his children’s
only parent. Everything about what his kids liked and didn’t like, what they did, how they
behaved, what they needed, even what they wore, had some kind of association with
Riley, and often Bart would be halfway through an explanation about the help he needed,
and he’d just drift off.
And sometimes he simply didn’t know the answer at all. Then he’d ask Lexi.
But in other ways, Cory knew that Bart would resent the absolute hell out of anyone
stepping into anything like a maternal role with his kids. So Cory, who probably spent at
least fifteen hours with them a week—and more, now that they were on winter break—
walked a narrow beam between babysitter and parent.
She wasn’t surprised at all—hurt, but not surprised—when Ian answered, “You’re not our
mom.”
Shifting her awkward load of toys, Cory stopped and faced him. “I know that, Ian.
Nobody will ever take your mom’s place. I’m just trying to help.”
“We don’t need you.”
It was on her tongue to say that his father thought differently, but she held that back.
There was no point in arguing with an eight-year-old, a sad and hurting eight-year-old,
and her answer wouldn’t offer him any ease or perspective, anyway. So she smiled and
said, “I believe that’s true.” Acting as though she was having trouble with her load of
toys, she added, “But I could use some help right now. Do you think you could take some
of these toys and carry them back for me?”
Ian grimaced—it would have been a sneer if he’d been a little older and understood the
concept of contempt a little better—and slid off his barstool. He limboed under the flipup section of the bar. Cory crouched down, and Ian took a few toys from the top of her
load.
“Thanks, honey.”
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He turned and headed to the back without answering.
~oOo~
The weather was bright and frigid on this Christmas Eve, but the cold hadn’t deterred the
people of Signal Bend from their annual celebration. Main Street was buzzing, and the
band was even playing, right out on the boardwalk, despite the cold. A couple of outdoor
heaters were pointed their way.
Carrying a box containing the first load of the toys she and the kids had brought over
from Valhalla Vin, Cory led them all up onto the boardwalk on the way to the town
Visitor Center, where they’d get logged again, wrapped, and sorted for delivery by the
Horde. She smiled when she saw Nolan, her oldest son and the Night Horde Sergeant at
Arms, standing near the Visitor Center door, his hands shoved deep into his jeans pockets
and his shoulders up against the chill.
Before she could say anything to him, Bart’s kids, all three of them, charged past her and
ran to him. Lexi threw her arms around his legs, and when he crouched low to hug her
back, Ian and Deck jumped on him, too. Nolan laughed, his smile wide and unreserved,
and pulled them all into a big hug.
Cory watched that with a bittersweet ache. Nolan had spent more than a year in Southern
California, on loan to the SoCal Horde, and Bart’s kids had become close to him then.
She supposed that now, with their young lives so upended, Nolan was a touchstone for
them, someone familiar in this new place.
Nolan had always been good with little kids. It was adults he struggled with—the
‘normal’ kind, anyway. And he was in need of some touchstones himself. His life had
been a bumpy ride from one loss to the next, and he had grown into a quiet, melancholy
man. To Cory, though he had been home from SoCal for years, Nolan always seemed to
be leaning off an edge, ready to fly away.
Bart came up on the boardwalk then, at the other end, and his kids abandoned Nolan and
ran to their father, who crouched down and caught them up in yet another big hug.
Nolan came to her and took the box from her hands. “Everything go okay?”
She smiled. “Yeah. Another boon from Valhalla. Everything good here?”
“Yep. Smooth.” He leaned over and kissed her cheek, then took the box into the Visitor
Center.
Loki tugged on her arm. “Mom, there’s Henry. Can I go over to the sweet shop?”
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Cory looked across the street and saw Len with Henry at Sweet’s Sweets. She waved
when they made eye contact, then dug into her pocket and pulled out a couple of bills.
“Okay.” She handed Loki the money. “Nowhere else without telling me, and see if Lexi
and Ian want to go, too.” Deck was too little to go over without her or Bart along, even
with the street closed to cars and trucks today.
“Okay! Thanks, Mom!” Shoving the bills into his own pocket, Loki trotted toward Bart
and his kids. After a minute, Lexi went with him across the street. Ian stayed with his dad
and little brother.
Bart watched them go, then turned and smiled at Cory. Holding Deck’s hand, he headed
toward her, and she met him halfway.
“Hey—thanks for this morning. It was a big help.”
“No problem. They helped me out a lot. Right, Deck?”
“YEAH! We helped SANTA and a little boy or girl is gonna get IRON MAN!”
Ian gave her that same look he’d thrown at her in the bar, but Cory pretended not to
notice it. He slumped off a few feet and leaned against the building.
But Bart had noticed. He regarded his son for a second, then turned to Cory. “Was there
trouble this morning?”
“No. Not at all.” It didn’t feel right to tell him about her tense exchange with Ian. That
was just between the two of them. But there Ian was, leaning against the building,
shoulders drooping, staring their way. “The holiday is just hard, I think.”
“Yeah,” Bart said, after a beat, and Cory turned back to him.
“Is there anything I can do?”
He gave her a sad smile. “You’ve done so much. I think the kids and I just need to button
up together this Christmas. Maybe we should skip the party tonight.”
The big Horde Christmas party, which was really the Signal Bend Christmas party.
She thought about how much time she’d spent “buttoned up” in the house Havoc had
given her for a wedding present, the house she and their son still lived in. After his death,
she’d fed her soul on loneliness and nearly starved. Even after she’d come through the
suicidal depression, even though all the Horde were there, and her friend Bonnie, pulling
her forcibly into the light, she’d closed herself up. She’d made two selves—one that
functioned and was okay, and one cocooned in loss. In some ways, she was still, more
than ten years later, that divided person.
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Cory took a breath and stuck her toe into business she knew wasn’t hers. “Can I make a
suggestion without pissing you off?”
With a wry grin that lightened the sadness from his rugged face, Bart said, “You can try.”
“Maybe sitting alone thinking about who isn’t with you isn’t the best way for the kids to
spend Christmas? Maybe being with family and friends will make things easier for
them?”
A look moved through Bart’s grey eyes. Cory had seen it a few times in the past two
months, and she knew it meant that she’d crossed a line. But before she could apologize,
he said, “Yeah, you’re probably right. This is all hard enough on them without making
them sit around with me while I mope.”
“That’s not what I meant, Bart.”
“I know. Thank you.” He surprised her and caught her arm, drawing her into an embrace.
He held her tightly, and it took a second before Cory thought to hug him back. Just after
she finally did, he let her go.
Though he’d been Havoc’s best friend, Cory and Bart had barely known each other
before he’d moved back. In the past two months, however, they saw each other almost
every day, and they’d done their share of talking, mostly about the kids and about Havoc
and Riley. But he’d never hugged her before.
She felt flushed and nervous—guilty, like she’d done something she shouldn’t have. But
Bart just patted her shoulder, took Deck’s hand again, and went to Ian.
Ian was looking at her like he thought she should very definitely feel guilty for hugging
his father.
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3
Bart watched Nolan slam out of the clubhouse. Once the kid was clear, Bart went to the
bar, reached over and grabbed a glass from the underbar, sat down next to Len, and
poured the glass full of Jameson.
Irish whiskey wasn’t his favorite drink, but it was closest, and that was enough. He drank
the glass down like water until it burned his throat too much to swallow again.
“Don’t let him get to you, brother,” Len said, setting his scarred hand on Bart’s shoulder.
“He’s got his own demons.”
Bart ignored him. It wasn’t Nolan who had his gut churning. It was Vega. David fucking
Vega, still alive and kicking. Protected and living in some kind of hermit paradise up in
Canada. Motherfucker. Motherfucker.
Nolan was fucking right—it was Vega’s fault that Havoc was dead, that Riley was dead,
that Lexi was hurt, that his children had watched their mother bleed out right before their
eyes. It was Vega’s fault that Len and Showdown and Badger were scarred, that Isaac
and Len had done long years of hard time, that he had buried the only woman he’d ever
love. It was Vega’s fault that Hoosier was dead, that Lakota was dead. And so much
more than that. It was all David Vega’s fault. In one way or another, that one man had
made every horror the Horde had experienced for fifteen fucking years.
And he was still alive.
Nolan was absolutely right. It wasn’t fair. It wasn’t just. It was a fucking travesty. But he
was also absolutely wrong. There was no way to make any of it right. Going after him
would only bring more death down on their heads.
Bart’s life had hurt his children enough already. He’d moved back to Signal Bend to
escape the danger and loss that was the outlaw life. He wanted Vega dead as much as
Nolan did. Maybe more. But he would never again risk his children’s happiness, risk
their very lives, for anything. Nothing would ever again come before his family. He was
all they had now, and he wouldn’t ever let them down again.
He wanted that motherfucker to suffer. To die slowly, screaming. But he would never
agree to be involved in anything that would make it happen, anything that might bring
any kind of dangerous attention to his children.
His stomach churned and churned, with hate and rage, with guilt and grief. So, for now,
on this fucked-up New Year’s Eve, while his children were off having a sleepover with
all the Horde kids at Show and Shannon’s house, Bart would sit right here and drink
whatever was near to hand until he couldn’t think or feel a fucking thing.
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~oOo~
“Hey, where’re you going?”
Bart felt a tug on his arm and looked in that direction. The clubhouse was crowded with
people, so he figured he’d gotten hung up on somebody. He shook his arm, hoping to
dislodge whoever it was, but they hung on. He shook harder and tried to brush the
offender off.
A blurry body moved in front of him. Shorter than him. Dark hair, long. He blinked and
squinted. Oh, Cory! “Goin’ home,” he said, still trying to shake her loose. But she had
her fingers twisted in his shirt somehow, attaching herself like a bur.
“Not on your own, you’re not. Hold on. Sit back down, and I’ll find you a ride.”
She pushed on his chest, like she wanted him to go back to the bar. He laughed at the
thought that she could move him, and then stumbled and caught hold of somebody before
he fell to the floor. But that person didn’t hold him up, and he ended up on the floor
anyway.
Ow.
But at least Cory wasn’t yanking on him anymore. He had no idea where she’d gone, but
he was alone down here, and it seemed as good a place as any to take a load off.
He got stepped on a couple of times, but he just shoved at the feet until they moved. Then
he was being grabbed again, and he tried to shake the hands off, but they were
surprisingly strong, and suddenly he was on his feet—and almost went over face first
when whoever it was—oh, Isaac, it was Isaac—yanked too hard.
“Whoa!” Isaac laughed and wrestled him back into a bear hug.
“Jesus. You can’t drive, either,” he heard a voice—Cory was back—complain.
Isaac chuckled. His face was right at Bart’s ear. “It’s New Year’s, darlin’. Kids’re gone
f’r th’night. Had no plan t’drive.”
Man, that guy was fucked up.
“Fuck. Can you at least get him to a dorm room, then, before you pass out?” Cory
sounded pissed.
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They all thought Bart was drunk, apparently, but he felt perfectly fine, thank you very
much, and there was no way in hell he was sleeping in the dorm. They last time he’d been
in the dorm he’d lived there, and he’d left it the night he’d given up his patch. No fucking
way he was going to the dorm.
“NO!” he yelled. “Don’t want the fucking dorm!” He fought to get free of Isaac and got
slapped upside the head for his trouble. “NO DORM!” he repeated, holding his ringing
ear. Now he felt sick, too.
Cory said something, but he didn’t hear. Then he was being dragged out into the cold and
shoved into a car or a truck or something. The door slammed, closing him in before he
could get back out. He tried to open it, but it was built like some kind of fancy alien
spaceship or something, because he couldn’t find the door handle. The window kept
going up and down, though. Maybe he could just climb out.
Then the car or truck or spaceship was moving, and Bart felt even sicker. He leaned his
head out into icy wind and puked.
He must have puked for a long time, because when he was done, the car or truck or
whatever it was—it was a truck, Cory’s truck—had stopped, and Cory was pushing him
away from the window. She opened the door, then shoved her hand in and held him up by
his shoulder.
“Gross. If that takes the finish off the paint, I’m going to charge you, don’t think I
won’t,” she muttered. “I didn’t think this through, I guess. You’re too big for me to carry.
Can you walk?”
Feeling clear enough now to understand that he had really tied one on, Bart nodded.
“Yeah. Sorry. God, I’m sorry.”
“It’s okay. Come on, let’s get you inside.”
He managed to get to his feet, and she worked herself under his arm and helped him into
the house he didn’t share with Riley.
Once inside, Cory closed the door. “You are covered in puke. Are you steady enough
now for a shower?”
He had no idea. A black fog of depression was rolling in as the booze backed off, and he
could barely keep his knees locked for the weight of it. Jesus, he needed Riley. His life
was empty without her.
When he didn’t answer, Cory took his hand. “Let’s at least get you cleaned up before you
go to bed.”
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She led him up to the bathroom on the second floor, but when she stepped into the room
with him, he turned and pushed her away. She was so familiar with his house, almost like
she lived here, too, and that felt wrong. “I got it. I’ll just take a quick shower.” He pushed
her back and closed the door, hoping she’d be gone when he opened it again.
He took a cool shower, trying to get his head back under his own control, standing under
the stream and feeling like he was drowning in despair.
When he came out of the bathroom, a towel wrapped around his waist, he felt cleaner but
no better. He was still drunk, but whatever forgetfulness the whiskey had brought him
was gone. It had left a new depth of his misery as a parting gift.
Cory seemed to have left. He’d wanted her to go, but now he was alone. Even Demi, their
new puppy, was on a sleepover tonight.
He went to the door of his bedroom. Just his, shared with no one. He couldn’t cross the
threshold. The thought of sleeping alone, every night for the rest of his life without Riley
at his side, in his arms, was just too much. He slumped against the door jamb, trapped.
A creak on the staircase behind him—the second step from the top always made that
sound. He turned and saw Cory, coming down the hallway now, with a tall glass of ice
water and the bottle of aspirin he kept in the kitchen cupboard.
“I thought you’d want these. What’s wrong?”
“I can’t,” he said without thinking.
“Can’t what?” She set the glass and pills on the little shelf that had, in a long ago era,
when the house had been someone else’s, been a nook for a phone.
“Just can’t. I just can’t. Oh God, I can’t. I can’t, I can’t, I can’t.”
He didn’t realize that he was sobbing until Cory pulled him into her arms. He grabbed
onto her like a life ring floating past him on the ocean of his loss.
When the outburst had spent itself, but he still couldn’t let go, Cory said, her voice low
and soothing, “Why don’t I go in there and get you a pair of sweats, and then we can go
down and sit on the sofa for a minute?”
He nodded, and she worked herself loose from him. He didn’t know why he was so
reluctant to let her go, except he thought he might sink if he did.
While she went into his room and found his sweats, he took some aspirin and drank down
the full glass of water.
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She handed him the pants and took the pills and glass downstairs while he dropped the
towel and dressed himself. He went back to the doorway of his bedroom. He’d been
sleeping in that room every night for two months, but still, now, he couldn’t make
himself go in there.
Fuck. He was a basket case.
He went downstairs, gripping the banister all the way lest his shaking legs betray him,
and found Cory in his living room, shaking a throw over the sofa. She’d made him up a
little bed, the accent pillows arranged on one end and the throw laid over the rest.
Feeling like a little kid who’d been sent home from school with a fever, he let her tuck
him in. As he lay on the sofa and tried to find somewhere in his head that wasn’t dying,
she fussed around his house. When he opened his eyes again, she’d set his phone, the
bottle of aspirin, a sport bottle full of water, and the television remote on the coffee table
near his head. A big plastic bowl sat on the floor, in easy reach for more puking.
He looked up at her and found a smile. “Thanks.”
“That should be everything you need tonight. Call me if you need anything else.”
He lifted up on his elbow, and the room jostled painfully. “You’re leaving?” The thought
of being completely alone scared the shit out of him.
“I think I should, Bart. You’ll be okay now. Just sleep it off.”
He shook his head, closing his eyes when the movement made him dizzy. “Please don’t.”
Unable to explain why he needed her to stay, unable to fully know why, he simply
repeated the plea: “Please don’t.”
She looked down at him for a long time. He looked up at her, feeling lost.
“Okay,” she finally said.
She turned and went to the big chair-and-a-half by the fireplace. There was another throw
over its back. She sat down, pulled off her boots, and fluffed the throw over her legs,
curling into a ball the way Lexi did when she cuddled up in that chair to watch movies.
“Thank you,” Bart said, fighting back another bout of tears.
“Get some rest, Bart. Things are going to get better.”
As he let the sleep of drunken sorrow pull him down, Bart remembered it was New
Year’s Eve. A new year would start soon, maybe had already started.
The first one that would hold no part of Riley’s life.
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PART TWO
The First Spring
4
“Why do we have to do this now? I want to play outside!” Ian shoved the flat red box
away.
Cory pushed it back. “Because tomorrow is your Valentine’s party at school, and if you
don’t get these signed now, it won’t be done at all. Come on, Ian. Your dad asked me to
make sure you did these today.”
That was true; Lexi, who’d done her class Valentines the very day Cory and Adrienne
had taken the kids out to buy them, had been nagging at Bart for a few days now about
Ian and Declan’s cards, and Bart had finally pushed the job off on Cory.
Now, all the kids were done but Ian. Even Henry, who was also here at Cory’s, had
gotten his finished about half an hour ago and was now in the back yard, playing with
Loki and Thor.
Which was why Ian was being such a pill. Through the open screen door, he could hear
Thor barking and his friends laughing.
The weather had broken, in one of the false springs that were a common phenomenon of
Midwestern winters. The hard, grey, bitter cold had given way to blue skies and
comparatively balmy temperatures. Nolan and his new love, Iris, were off riding. Bart
was riding, too, on club business with a couple other Horde. The whole town had stirred
to life after weeks being cooped up against the arctic cold.
The timer on the range dinged. “It’s the cupcakes!” Lexi called. “Can I get them out?”
“Hold on, honey.” Cory shifted Deck off her lap and set him back on the seat after she
stood. “They’re hot, so let’s do it together.” Deck happily continued drawing his picture,
the crayon moving vigorously over the construction paper.
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Before she went to help Lexi, Cory leaned on the table at Ian’s side. “All you have to do
is write your name on twenty-three cards. Three letters, I-A-N. Do that, and I’ll fold them
up for you and get them ready for your backpack. But I won’t write your name. The
longer you sit here, the longer it will be before you can go outside.”
“YOU ARE NOT MY MOM!” Ian yelled and shoved the Valentines off the table. He
jumped up and ran outside. The wooden screen door slammed and bounced in its frame.
Deck stopped and watched the door bounce. Then he looked up at Cory. “You can be my
mom if you want. I don’t have one.” Then he went back to his picture, which might or
might not have been a green dog.
With a jolt, Cory realized that she might cry. She crossed her arms around her waist and
squeezed, trying to hold herself together.
“Aunt Cory?” Lexi’s voice behind her was soft and reluctant. “I think the cupcakes are
going to be burned.”
Cory shook herself back into shape. “Right. Let’s get them out before they’re fat cookies,
then.”
She gave Lexi two oven mitts, put one on herself, and watched as Bart’s little girl pulled
the cupcake tins from the oven—one batch of chocolate and one batch of yellow, both
from mixes. Lexi had been disappointed that they were using cake mix. Apparently, their
housekeeper in Madrone had made everything from scratch. But Cory was a big believer
in food from boxes. Cooking was not her favorite thing, and baking was even lower on
the list.
Yet here she was, baking cupcakes for Lexi’s dance class party.
Lexi still had a fairly pronounced limp, from the injury she’d taken when Riley had been
killed. Lexi—tiny, ten-year-old Lexi—had tried to save her mom and had gotten shot.
Bart had told Cory that she’d been taking and loving ballet classes for years, and one of
the hardest things for her had been the thought that she wouldn’t be able to dance
anymore.
But her father had found her a rehabilitative dance class, expressly for dancers recovering
from injuries. A kind of physical therapy. It seemed to be working. Lexi’s limp was
better, and she was recovering well in general—from the loss of her mother, the crosscountry move and the loss of the family she’d known, from everything. In the four
months that Cory had known her, Lexi had blossomed from a quiet, polite, sweet girl to a
friendly, interested, bossy but still sweet young lady.
She’d turned into something of a little mother to her brothers, too. Even with all the
Horde women taking their turns, she’d seen a gap and was trying to fill it.
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Cory was a little bit in awe of her.
“They’re burned,” Lexi sighed now, peering at the cupcakes sitting on the stovetop.
They were a bit singed around the edges, yes. But that was a common occurrence in
Cory’s kitchen. “They’re not so bad. With some frosting, no one will ever know, and the
frosting will soften up the burned parts so they’ll taste fine.”
Lexi gave her a skeptical squint. “Too much frosting isn’t healthy, though. Frosting is all
sugar.”
“Not all sugar. It’s also milk and butter.”
That same squint moved to the two plastic containers of store-bought frosting: strawberry
(with natural flavors!). “I don’t think there’s milk and butter in there.”
They had candy hearts for decoration, too. When Bart asked her to help Lexi make
cupcakes, she’d bought the usual stuff, neglecting to take into consideration Bart’s
daughter’s conscientious concern about healthy food.
“Trust me, Lex. They’re going to be pretty and delicious, and everybody will be happy to
have them. Treats don’t have to be healthy. That’s why they’re treats.”
Lexi considered her for a second, and then nodded. “Okay. As long as they’re pretty, I
guess it’ll be okay.”
“That’s what the hearts are for. Pink frosting, candy hearts, pretty paper cups with hearts
all over them—they’ll be perfect. Let’s get them out of the pan so they can cool.”
While they set the cupcakes—a little too dark on the bottom, too, but she didn’t think
Lexi had noticed—Cory looked out the kitchen window and saw Ian laughing with Henry
and Loki. She decided not to try to talk to him about his outburst today, or to push him
again to do his Valentines. She’d just pack up the cards and talk to his father instead.
~oOo~
“How’d everything go?” Bart asked as his kids ran off with Demi, the bloodhound puppy
they’d gotten for Christmas, who was already growing gangly legs and crazy-long ears.
He took their packs from Cory, leaving her with the Tupperware travel tray of cupcakes.
“Pretty good. But can we talk?”
He frowned. “Sure. C’mon in.”
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She followed him up onto the porch and into the house. He hung the kids’ packs on the
rack near the door, and Cory went past him to the kitchen and set the Tupperware on the
counter.
Bart came in and went to the coffeemaker. “You want a cup? Or something stronger?”
“Coffee’s fine, thanks.”
He poured her a cup and made it to her liking, then poured a black for himself. “What’s
up?”
She took the cup he offered. “Can we sit?”
“Shit, Cor. What happened?” Bart nodded at the table, and they sat.
“Nothing happened. The kids are okay. It’s just…Ian didn’t get his Valentines signed.”
“Oh. Well, I’ll just have him do it tonight then, after supper.” He laughed. “That’s it?
Jesus, you scared the shit out of me.”
Cory’s resolved faltered. She wasn’t sure how to say what she needed to say, and she
didn’t want to throw a wrench in Bart’s still-rickety progress in this new life. She reached
out and set her hand on his arm. The skin under her fingertips was uneven; he had a bad
burn scar on the inside of his forearm.
He glanced at her touch, then frowned at her. “What?”
“I think…I think I’m spending too much time with your kids. I don’t think Ian likes it.”
“What? What’re you talking about?” He pulled his arm away.
“I think Ian’s afraid I’m trying to replace his mom.”
“You’re not. You couldn’t.”
“I know. But…I do a lot of mom things with them. I think it would be better if you did
those things. He needs you. They all do.”
His expression hardened and went completely still. “They have me. I’m right here.”
“I know. But…what did you do today?” It was Sunday; she’d had Bart’s kids since
before lunch.
Now his expression was like stone, his eyes glittering like old ice. “I told you. I was
working on the garage. It wasn’t safe for them to be here.”
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“Did it have to get done today? Couldn’t you have spent the day with your kids?”
“Make your fucking point, Cory.”
He was so angry, Cory would almost swear the temperature in the room had changed.
She hated upsetting him, but she was too far in to give up now. “I’ve made my point. Ian
resents how much time he spends away from you, and with me in particular. Sometimes,
he’s outright hostile. Today, he shouted at me that I’m not his mom, and it’s not the first
time.”
“You’re not his mom. Maybe you shouldn’t try to act like you are.”
Now she was angry, too. “What am I supposed to do? I fix their meals, I help them with
their homework, I baked those cupcakes with Lexi today so she has them for her dance
party. I clean up Deck when he has an accident. I fix his booboos. I’m constantly trying
not to get too close, not to cross a line, with them or with you. But they’re with me more
than with the other old ladies. Fuck, they’re with me more than they’re with you! They
need at least one parent!”
She cut herself off, shocked that she’d said that much, gone that far. Now, Bart looked
like he wanted to hurt her.
“Bart, shit. I shouldn’t—I didn’t mean—”
“Get the fuck out of my house.” His voice was nearly too low to be heard.
“I’m so sorry.”
“Get out. Get the fuck out.”
Ashamed of herself for her lack of control, and still angry at him, Cory nodded and stood.
She left without saying goodbye to Bart’s kids.
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On a sunny but chilly day in March, while his kids were at school, Bart spent the morning
finishing the roof on his barn. He’d promised the kids they could have goats and chickens
when the warm weather came to stay, and that wasn’t far off now. Len, who sat on the
board of the Humane Society, had arranged for him to adopt some goats from a petting
zoo that had been closed down, and he was going to get the kids a little flock of chicks
they could raise, as soon as they were hatched. That would be another few weeks, but the
winter had been cold, and he wasn’t as far along on his home improvement projects as
he’d like.
It wasn’t just the cold winter holding him back. He had trouble getting motivated to do
much of anything. He knew why, and he kept expecting to feel at least a little better, but
he never did. Riley had been dead eight months, and he couldn’t get around the loss of
her. There was no ‘new normal.’ There was no new anything.
When his kids were gone, at school or with their friends or family, wherever, he missed
them like crazy. He felt raw and desolate. But when they were with him, that was when
he missed Riley most, when he could see her loss and feel it most keenly. The empty
chair at the table when they ate. The vacant seat on the sofa when they watched
television.
The family they’d made together was running on a flat tire now, and it was pulling them
off track.
He finished nailing down the last row of shingles and made his way down the ladder. At
least he’d get this project done. The shed he wanted to turn into a playhouse was still a
ramshackle shed, and he hadn’t gotten any farther on the garage than patching the leaks
in the roof, but the barn was almost ready for goats and chickens. Maybe horses, too, if
Lexi’s leg kept getting stronger.
He checked his phone—just past noon. He had time to finish the coop, too. The frame
was up, but he needed to close it all in with chicken wire. There was no big rush, but as
long as he had a decent day and was actually working, he figured he should capitalize on
the momentum.
Maybe he’d stop in at Marie’s for lunch.
He packed up his tools and went into the house for his keys to the Tahoe. He called Demi
in to follow and closed her up before he left. She whined pitiably as he latched the door
to her crate.
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As he headed across his yard to the truck, a plume of white dust and the rumble of gravel
told him somebody was about to crest his hill. Yep—Isaac. Bart shoved his keys into his
pocket and waited for his old friend to pull up.
“Bartholomew.” Isaac dismounted his Fat Bob. Bart thought he was looking pretty stiff
today. He’d been off his bike through the cold weather and hadn’t gotten his riding legs
in shape yet. And Isaac’s much-abused body was getting old, too. Bart wondered how
many more years the big man had on the saddle.
“Hey, man. What’s up?”
“You said you might work on the barn. Thought I’d see if you needed a hand.”
“Nope. Done for the day. Just going into town for some chicken wire to finish off the
coop.”
“Want help with that?”
“Nah, I’m good. Thanks, man.” Getting help from a brother wasn’t unusual at all. Getting
a random assist like this, no plan, no talk ahead of time—that was more out of the norm.
Bart tilted his head and tried to figure out Isaac’s ulterior motive. Finally, he just asked.
“Why’re you here, bro? Really.”
Isaac grinned. “I thought we could talk while we worked. Got a proposition for ya.”
Bart’s back went up. He was fucking tired of being everybody’s project. “Is this a work
thing?”
“Sure is.”
“I don’t need to work.” Over a career spanning decades, Riley had made millions as an
actress, and Bart’s work had earned well, too. While they’d lived a very comfortable life,
even by Southern California standards, they hadn’t been lavish. By Hollywood standards,
they’d been practically ascetic. As a member of the Horde, he was still earning. Neither
he nor his kids would ever have to hold a job, if they continued to live comfortably and
not lavishly.
“I know, brother. But you’re needed.” Isaac set a mammoth hand on Bart’s shoulder.
Bart shrugged it off. “How? Signal Bend is humming like I’ve never seen it before.”
“That’s how. We’re doing so well that it’s making problems. The problem we were
thinking you could fix is at SBC.”
Signal Bend Construction, the main business owned by the Horde. Showdown was in
charge of that business. Isaac, as far as Bart knew, worked as a crew foreman. “We?”
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The extra beat before Isaac’s answer primed Bart for the proof that he was a project.
“Show talked to Badge and me. We thought it be a good fit.”
He knew without asking that they’d sent Isaac because they knew Bart looked up to the
former Horde president. Isaac wasn’t old enough to be his father, but what Bart felt for
him was close to that and always had been. It felt like dirty pool to exploit that feeling
here. But rather than pitch the fit he felt brewing about his brothers having big meetings
about him behind his back, he addressed the issue immediately between them.
“I’ve never worked construction. All I am is handy.”
“In construction, maybe, but not with engines. You’re a wizard with engines. You
worked at Keyes Implement for years, and you were a mechanic in SoCal, too, right?”
Without waiting for Bart’s nod, Isaac continued, “Since Keyes retired and closed up,
we’ve been trying to do the equipment maintenance and repairs ourselves, but we have to
outsource the big jobs, and it’s costing us trouble with the schedule. We were thinkin’ the
club could buy Keyes and reopen it, and you could run it. Hire on a staff, the whole
nine.”
“No.” The thought of running a business made Bart tired. He was having enough trouble
running a family.
Isaac obviously had expected him to at least consider the idea. “Can we sit down and talk
about it?”
“No. I’m not interested. Look, I’ve got errands to run. I’ll catch you at the clubhouse
tomorrow.”
Isaac stared at him long enough to piss him off. “You okay? Talk to me, Bartholomew.”
Isaac was the only one who’d ever called him by the name on his birth certificate.
Usually, Bart felt it like an honor, an extra connection between them. But right now, the
way he was feeling, it just pissed him off more.
And what a stupid fucking question, anyway. No, he was not okay. Anybody with one
eye and half a brain could see and know he was not okay. He didn’t know how to raise
his kids without Riley. He didn’t know how to make a life without her. Fuck, he could
barely remember how to breathe without her.
“I’m fine. I gotta go.” Without waiting for Isaac to mount his bike, Bart climbed into his
truck and pulled away.
~oOo~
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No longer in the mood for Marie’s, Bart intended to head straight to the hardware store
for his supplies and get back home as fast as he could. He wasn’t in the mood to finish
the chicken coop, either, but he’d needed the excuse to escape Isaac’s presence.
As he approached Marie’s and made his final decision not to bother with lunch, his
peripheral vision caught the lot across the street—St. John’s Methodist Church.
Normally, on a Thursday at this time, the lot was empty, but there was an SUV parked in
it now. As he drove past, he recognized it as Cory’s.
For the past few weeks, he’d barely spoken to her. Lexi had asked the other day if they
could take Demi over to play with Thor, and he’d made up an excuse, but it wasn’t going
to wash for much longer. The kids loved her, and Loki, and Thor, and they were starting
to miss them. They were full up with missing already. Even Ian was missing her.
Cory was right, though; Ian had been feeling like Cory was moving in where his mom
belonged. But after talking with him, Bart understood that Ian was mad not because of
what Cory was doing but because of how he was feeling. He wasn’t missing his mom as
much, and it scared him.
That scared Bart too.
He wasn’t angry at Cory anymore. He’d been furious, so much that he’d felt ill, during
that last conversation and for a good while after it, but lately, he felt more embarrassed
than anything. He’d gotten so mad because she was right. He was foisting his kids off on
other people. He was still doing it, just not with Cory. Because he didn’t know how to be
what they needed.
The whole point of moving back to Signal Bend was to give his kids a better, safer life.
He could see them adjusting, settling in, healing. He wanted to be able to do that, too. But
he couldn’t. Every day, he felt like half of what they needed. He didn’t know how to fill
the space where Riley belonged.
He didn’t want to fill the empty space. It was Riley’s space.
It actually hurt him to see their children healing, moving on, finding their new normal,
learning to be happy and full without her.
But he’d been a shit to Cory, leaning on her, taking advantage of her kindness, and then
snarling at her when she’d called him on it.
Her SUV was still parked in the St. John’s lot when Bart was on his way back from the
hardware store. Without thinking much about it, he turned in and parked beside it.
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As he did, he saw where she was. Their trucks were parked on the side of the lot, facing
the graveyard. She was sitting before a headstone at the far end, under the big tree, in the
Horde area.
Jesus. She was sitting at Havoc’s grave.
For a moment, he simply watched her. She was wearing the thickly knitted cable sweater
that she wore often. The breeze blew her dark hair, and she caught it and tucked it behind
her ears again and again, finally catching it all in one hand and holding it at her shoulder.
The afternoon air was picking up a chill. But she showed no signs of leaving.
He had no business being here. Bart reached for his keys in the ignition, but stopped
before he turned the engine.
Maybe he did have business here. Havoc was the thing they shared, and they’d spoken
often about him. Cory seemed to crave stories about the man they both still loved. And
Bart felt a clear calm when she listened to stories about Riley. Telling her to someone
who’d never known her felt like conjuring her back to life.
He could apologize for being a hapless shit because she would understand. Her life had
broken, too, when she’d lost her love.
Not sure that he belonged, but sure he needed to be there, Bart got out of his truck and
headed across the still-hibernating lawn of the cemetery toward his best friend’s widow.
She saw him approach, and she stood, taking a wary step back as he came up. “Hi?”
“Hey, Cor. I’m sorry to interrupt.”
“Are you? It’s not exactly an accident, walking across a graveyard to get here.”
She was still angry at him, obviously.
“I’m sorry. I was shitty to you. I got defensive, and…I’m sorry.”
“Okay.” She crossed her arms. After a moment of awkward quiet, she asked, “How are
you?”
The question wasn’t funny, but it made him laugh. “I suck. I can’t pull my head out of
my ass. You called it, that day. I guess that’s why I was so pissed off. You pushed the
exact right button. I’m letting my kids down, letting other people do what I can’t. I can’t
figure out what I need to be for them. I can’t give them what they need, because what
they need is their mother, and my life got her killed. I don’t know how to fill the hole I
made. I don’t know how to be their dad. I don’t even know how to be me anymore. Not
without her.”
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Cory turned from him and looked down at Havoc’s headstone. Bart followed her and
studied his friend’s marker himself. Beloved Brother, Husband, Father, Son.
Riley was buried in California. He’d left her behind when he’d moved away. He’d told
himself that he hadn’t left her, that her spirit had joined them in Missouri, that she was in
their kids, in their things, in the family they’d made together, but right now, standing at
Havoc’s headstone while his widow gazed down on it, Bart felt like he’d abandoned his
wife.
He had to get away. “I’ll—I am sorry I interrupted you. I’ll call you later.”
“Today’s our anniversary,” was her response.
In the act of turning toward the parking lot, Bart stopped and turned back. “I didn’t know
that. I really am sorry I’m here.”
She didn’t look away from the headstone, but she said, “We got married at the
courthouse. I was pregnant with Loki. On the way home, he took me to our house for the
first time. It was a total surprise. Nolan was in on it—the whole club was in on it—but I
had no idea. He pulled into the driveway and told me I was home. It took me forever to
understand what he meant. I’d never had a home of my own before. I’d spent most of my
life, and Nolan’s, on the edge of homelessness, keeping a roof over our heads by leaning
on friends. And for a wedding gift, Havoc gave me a home of my very own.”
Bart smiled. That, in one story, was Havoc. “That sounds like him, yeah.”
Cory turned to him. Her eyes were dry, but her whole aspect was sad. “He was dead
before we could celebrate even one anniversary. I’ve spent every one of them sitting here.
Today would have been our eleventh. He’s been dead more than ten years, and I still live
half a life. I don’t want anything to fill the hole but what I can’t have. And he was only in
my life for a little more than a year. I can’t imagine what it’s like for you. How long were
you together?”
“Almost thirteen years. It’s not a competition, Cor.”
“That’s not what I mean. I just mean…don’t be so hard on yourself. You’ll figure out
how to live a good enough life. People live with one kidney, one lung, half a liver. It
turns out you can live with half a heart, too. And live okay—be happy again, find joy.
It’ll happen—for your kids and for you. Until then, just do your best to get through. I
wasn’t fair to you, either. You’re there for your kids. They know you love them.”
She was being kind. He knew he needed to be more than he was for them. “I need to do
better.”
“And you will. You love them, so you’ll figure it out.” She sat down on the cold ground
again. “I’d like to be alone with him today, if that’s okay.”
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“Yeah, of course. Cory…”
She turned her face up and met his eyes. She was a beautiful woman, retaining her
youthful looks well into her forties, despite her sadness.
“Thank you. And I’m sorry.”
She smiled. “Me too. If you need anything, call. I miss the kids.”
“I will.”
Feeling like he should have done or said more, Bart left her and went back to his truck.
He decided he’d call Lilli and tell her he’d pick up the kids today. Maybe take them for
pizza or something.
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Deck held his basket up over his head. “I HAVE SEVEN EGGS! IT’S THE MOST!”
Cory laughed. “It’s a lot, little man. Maybe we should help little John find some eggs for
a while. He only has two.”
“Okay!” Deck went over to John, who was not quite two yet, and took one of his eggs out
of his own basket and put it in John’s. “Come on, John!” Then he took the toddler’s hand
and nearly dragged him off his feet toward Lilli’s vegetable garden.
Cory followed after them, making sure that Deck, in his wild enthusiasm, didn’t mow
poor little John over.
Behind her, Nolan and Iris held each other, talking intimately. Cory could see her
firstborn falling hard and fast for Show’s daughter. She was happy for them both,
especially for Nolan, whose spirits had lightened markedly since he’d gotten serious with
Iris. But she was worried, too. He’d be furious if she said it to him outright, and he’d
deny it emphatically, but Cory knew that her boy’s heart and spirit had been damaged to
the point of fragility. She didn’t think there were many more losses he could take in his
life.
But Iris was steady. She was a sweet girl, and she seemed uncomplicated. Nolan had told
Cory that she had no greater aspirations for her life than to live in Signal Bend and keep
her little job on Main Street. Nolan, on the other hand, was a wanderer and always had
been. Cory had been a seeker, too, and she’d done a shit job of giving Nolan stability.
She hadn’t found roots until Havoc had given them to her.
Maybe that was what Nolan needed, too—somebody to give him roots.
Maybe Iris Ryan was that somebody.
While Deck found a green plastic egg and put it in John’s basket with a cheer, Cory
turned back to her son. He stood under the big cherry tree, wrapped up tightly with Iris,
holding her off the ground. He kissed her, and it was full of love and passion. A joyful,
unreserved, beautiful kiss.
Watching them, Cory smiled, but her heart ached. It ached for Nolan, because she wanted
him to have that wild, ecstatic love, to have it and keep it and never know the loss of it.
And it ached for herself, because she’d had it once, for far too brief a moment in her life,
and would never have it again.
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“Little John has a smelly butt!” Declan yelled, breaking Cory’s wistful reverie. “PEEYOO!” Deck pushed the toddler away, not meaning any harm, but John fell onto his
bottom and began to wail.
Deck, instantly guilty, dropped his basket of eggs and put his hands over his mouth.
“I got him, I got him.” Adrienne, pregnant with her and Badger’s fifth, hurried over and
picked up their fourth. “Oh, you’re okay. Come on, doodle. Let’s get you changed.”
Cory went to Deck, who was crying now, too.
“I’m sorry, I’m sorry!” he bawled.
“I know, honey. You didn’t hurt him. You need to remember to be more careful with
little ones, though, right?”
Still crying, but more quietly now, he nodded. “Yeah, like with Demi.” Their puppy was
running all around the Lundens’ yard, practicing her baying and having the time of her
life. Cory thought that when that pup got bigger, she’d withstand Deck’s rough kind of
affection just fine.
“Right. Like with Demi. You have to show your love gently.”
Deck sniffled and threw his arms around Cory’s neck. “Like this.” He turned his head
and planted a sloppy kiss on her cheek. “I love you, Aunt Cory.”
The tendrils of that bittersweet ache still squeezed her heart, and Cory’s eyes filled as she
hugged him back. “I love you, too, buddy. And this is exactly how you show it.”
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PART THREE
The First Summer
7
“Daddy! Daddy, do you see?”
Bart stepped up onto the bottom rail of the corral fence. “I see, baby princess. You look
beautiful!”
And she did, too. Her long, blonde ponytail swung and bounced as Cinnamon, a little
chestnut mare with any easy gait, cantered around Isaac and Lilli’s corral.
Cantered. And Lexi was keeping her seat. Eleven months since she’d been shot, her limp
was significantly improved, and she had grown strong enough to do something she’d
desperately wanted to do since her first day in Signal Bend: ride a horse herself, without
supervision, take her through the paces, strong and steady in the saddle. She’d be stiff
later, and they’d need to work her leg so it didn’t seize up on her, but this was real
progress. By the end of the summer, she wanted to be able to ride free range, out on the
trails and through the fields, and today, Bart thought she might be ready. Maybe he would
be ready to let her do it, too.
Her mother would have been proud. Maybe she was proud. Lexi believed that Riley was
watching over them, shining her love down on them every night in the starlight.
Hearing his eleven-year-old daughter’s delighted laughter, Bart grinned and cherished her
joy, let it touch him, let it warm him more than even the bright June sun could. His little
girl was happy. Truly, exuberantly happy. There was a time, not long ago, when he’d
wondered if she ever would be again.
For these moments, he could almost forget what day it was—the day, thirteen years ago,
that Riley had walked alone down a long white aisle in a breathtaking white dress and set
her perfect hand in his. Today was the first wedding anniversary he’d spend alone.
No. He could never forget what day this was.
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Neither of them had ever forgotten the day, but they’d rarely done anything spectacular
for it, either. They were happiest at home, and, as they’d gotten married in the summer,
the kids were home from school, so they just stayed in. Usually, their anniversary had
been just a normal day, with a little extra romance in the morning, lingering in bed, and at
night, when they’d exchange gifts and take their time with each other before they went to
sleep. Maybe during the day, if they were together, there’d be an extra kiss or cuddle or
two.
Bart had missed a couple anniversaries over the years, on runs with the club, and Riley
had missed one while she’d been on location for a movie. On those occasions, they’d
celebrated with a phone call, and Bart arranged for flowers to be delivered. Absurdly,
considering the life Bart had led, they’d taken those days for granted, thinking that they’d
have an endless strand of anniversaries to share. They’d talked about doing something big
after the kids were grown.
He’d been on a run during what had been their final anniversary. It hadn’t even been a
crucial run. But Deck had had a bad summer cold, and Riley had been distracted taking
care of him, and he’d been happy to escape the house for a few days. He’d done that a lot,
he now understood—escaped the chaos of family life and left Riley and Marta to manage
things.
Weeks later, he’d been summoned to Nevada, where his wife’s body lay on a narrow
gurney, and their oldest child and only daughter was in surgery to save her leg.
Ian walked up and stood at Bart’s side. Bart pulled his attention outward again and set his
hand on his son’s shoulder. “What do you think, bud? She looks good, doesn’t she?”
“Yeah. She looks happy.”
“Yeah, she does. You done helping Isaac and Bo?” Ian had been in the woodshop with
them. Deck was in the yard, playing with the dogs, running around in his own little
fantasy world. Bart had been splitting his attention between his oldest and his youngest.
And his memories.
Ian shrugged in answer to Bart’s question. “I guess. Bo was getting weird. Everything has
to be his way or he gets weird.”
Bo had Asperger’s, which Ian knew. He was twelve, but he generally did better with
younger kids, who had fewer ideas about how people were ‘supposed’ to act and were
more patient with him.
Bart had talked to Lexi and Ian both about the ways Bo was different. But Ian was eight,
and it was probably too much to expect that he’d just deal with Bo’s idiosyncrasies. The
other kids, who’d grown up in Signal Bend and had known Bo all their lives, didn’t think
much of it, but Bart’s kids had only known this town and this family for about eight
months.
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“I don’t think they have to be his way, exactly. I think he just needs to understand why
they are the way they are.”
Wouldn’t that be nice for everybody, in fact. Just to understand.
Ian shrugged again. “It’s annoying. I wish we were at Uncle Badge and Aunt
Adrienne’s.”
“Aunt Adrienne just had a baby, bud.” Their fifth kid and third boy, Austin, had been
born a few days ago. “Anyway, Henry’s not there. He and his sisters and John are at
Uncle Show and Aunt Shannon’s.”
“Well, can we go there, then?”
“Not today, Ian. Today, we’re here with Uncle Isaac and Aunt Lilli, because they invited
us to spend the day. Let’s not be rude. There are lots of things to do here to have a good
time. Why don’t you go play with Deck and the dogs?”
Ian turned and considered his baby brother, then nodded and trotted off toward them.
It might be a while before Bart took the kids to Show and Shannon’s again. He couldn’t
face Show’s daughter right now. Nolan had run off, chasing down David Vega. He’d left
his kutte behind and gone rogue, against the club, to hunt and kill the man who’d killed
his father and been responsible for Riley’s death as well.
Bart had been instrumental in holding back the club from going after him. They’d sent
Len and Tommy to try to pull him home, and, when that had failed, those two, with the
help of the SoCal and Montana charters, had set him up for his best chance to succeed,
but it was Bart who’d talked down the rest of the mother charter from going north to have
Nolan’s back. He’d gone toe to toe with both Isaac and Show over it.
Nobody who hadn’t been in the Keep during that meeting knew that it was Bart pushing
hardest to turn away from Nolan, and he wasn’t sorry he’d done it. Going after Vega
could pull all the shit right back down on their heads, putting not only the club in danger,
but their families, too. Their children. Bart would leave his own kutte behind before he’d
allow that to happen again. Under any circumstances.
But Nolan had a mother and an old lady, and those two women, Cory and Iris, were
distraught. Nolan had left them of his own volition, but Bart felt the weight of his own
part in their distress. God, Cory was barely holding it together, and she’d lost so fucking
much already. It broke the pieces of his already broken heart.
He loved Nolan. He wanted him safe and home. He wanted him to succeed. But he
couldn’t help him do it. He would never put anything before his children again. Not
anything.
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“Daddy! Daddy, watch!”
Bart shut down those thoughts and focused again on Lexi. She had the horse—her horse,
though Cinnamon would live with Isaac and Lilli for a while longer—stopped at the
mounting block. Lilli stood nearby while her daughter, Gia, held Cinnamon’s reins. Bart
watched as Lexi stood in the stirrups, kicked one foot free, swung her leg over her horse’s
rump, bearing all her weight on her damaged leg, and jumped down to the mounting
block.
Such a small thing, the ability to dismount a horse. But for Lexi, that had been a
mountain.
Bart walked to the corral gate and caught his ecstatic little girl, who was so much like her
mother, in his arms.
“You did great, baby princess. I’m so proud of you!”
Bart hoped Lexi was right, and her mother was proud, too.
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Cory set Loki’s birthday cake in the middle of the picnic table, leaving the pink box
closed to keep the bugs off of it. She set the candles—two 1s in yellow wax—on top of
the box, hoping that the shade of the peach tree would keep them and the cake from
melting on this hot, humid July afternoon.
She’d bought the cake at the bakery on Main Street. Usually she made a cake from a box
and put some candy decorations on it, spelling HAPPY BIRTHDAY, and the kids would
all come over for pizza and cake and movies. But this year, she’d wanted Loki’s day to
be extra special. Eleven wasn’t such a big-deal year, maybe, but Loki needed something
to celebrate. He missed his brother. He was scared and worried, and he felt abandoned.
Cory knew the feeling.
Nolan had disappeared a couple of weeks ago. The club knew where he was, but they
wouldn’t tell her. Something bad was happening, though. All the Horde was tense, and
they’d been carrying openly around town, beefing up patrols. Something bad, and Nolan
was at the heart of it.
He’d just up and left. Cory and Loki had come home from supper at Bart’s house and
found a note on the kitchen whiteboard: I love you. I’m okay.
Just those five words. Nothing more. But his kutte had been folded up on his made bed in
his room, with his phones sitting on top. Wherever he’d gone, he’d left the club behind,
too, and made it impossible to contact him.
He’d left the Horde behind. Havoc’s Horde. That club was more important to him than
anything. He’d turned his back on everything he loved—on his family, on Iris, on his
club, on Havoc’s legacy. Only something truly desperate would have compelled him to
do that.
He was not okay. Cory was terrified. If she lost Nolan…
Before that thought could wend its way to its conclusion, Cory looked out over their yard
and found her youngest son. Today, Loki seemed happy. His friends and family were
around him, and all the kids were running through the soaker hose and playing water
balloon volleyball. Thor, their old dog, was trying to keep up, but mostly just stood in the
water spray and shook his head. He was having fun, too.
Double A and Cox were running around with the kids, keeping them whipped into a
frenzy. Adrienne and Shannon had the littlest ones corralled at the inflatable pool. All
around was Cory’s family—helping with food, playing with the kids, sitting around in a
motley assortment of lawn chairs, drinking beer.
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For all the world, it was a normal summer Saturday afternoon, a family birthday party.
Like one of their own, her son, wasn’t missing, off on some mysterious, personal suicide
mission. Like Cory’s life, and Loki’s, wasn’t teetering on the edge of an abyss.
Again.
“Hey.”
Bart had come up behind her and touched her arm. She turned and tried to rearrange her
face into a smile, from whatever it had been.
“You need a minute?” he asked.
“No, no. I’m okay. Just got…” She sighed; there wasn’t any point in explaining where
her head had been. “I’m okay. Did you bring it?”
He grinned, but above that, his eyes still peered into hers. Everyone around her knew she
wasn’t okay, but Bart seemed to really know.
“I’ve got it. They put a bow on it in the showroom. It looks great.”
“God, I hope this isn’t a stupid idea. He’s only eleven.” Loki had been asking for a dirt
bike since he was seven, but the thought of him racing around on two wheels and an
engine wrung her stomach out. He’d been so damn sad and distant since Nolan had left,
though. He hadn’t picked up his drumsticks even once since the night they’d come home
to that message on the whiteboard—the one that was still there, just as Nolan had written
it.
I love you. I’m okay.
No, he was not. He hadn’t been okay in a long time. She’d thought he’d been doing well
since he’d fallen in love with Iris; she’d thought he’d been settling down. Obviously,
she’d been wrong.
Bart slid his palm down her bare arm and squeezed her hand. “He’s surrounded by bikers.
We’ll teach him the ropes and keep him safe.”
Like they had Nolan. Cory laughed bitterly, and it twisted into a strangled sob.
“Hey. It’s gonna be okay.” Bart pulled her hand until she stepped forward and let him
hug her. “Nolan’ll be home. I know he will.”
Cutting off the tears she’d almost let loose, Cory pushed back so she could glare up into
Bart’s eyes. “You know nothing of the sort. Don’t lie to me. Don’t serve me up
meaningless bullshit. You of all people—just don’t.”
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“I’m sorry.” There was real anguish in his words and on his face.
Bart was just another of the Horde, all of them sitting around in her back yard while her
son, their brother, was alone.
This was not the family that Havoc had given them. Her husband would never have
allowed this, for his son or for any of his brothers.
Cory pushed out of Bart’s arms. She wanted to scream at him. She wanted to punch him.
She wanted all these men who thought they were so fucking tough to get the hell out of
her yard and take their women with them, too. They all knew that Nolan was gone, they
all knew that he was in danger. They all knew how deep his hurt ran.
But today was Loki’s day, and he deserved—he needed—a good day. These people were
the only family he’d ever known.
So she pushed her fear and her anger to the back of her mind as she stepped farther away
from Havoc’s best friend. “Thank you for picking up the bike. I’ll go round up the kids
for the big reveal.”
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Bart stood up and shrugged out of his kutte. He tossed it to the table, and it skidded
across, stopping in front of Isaac.
“I told you—I’ll be no part of this club if it goes dark again. I’ve had enough of the
blood. I’ve fucking choked on it. If this is the club vote, I’m out.” His hands shook, and
curled them into fists to steady them.
Isaac picked up Bart’s kutte and folded it, then set his hands on it, linked as if in prayer.
“Never leave a man behind, brother.” His voice was low, but his eyes shot green sparks at
Bart.
“Nolan left us. He walked away.”
Studying the gavel in his hand, Badger replied, “It’s not that simple, Bart. This is Nolan.
You know why he went. And you know we owe him some room.”
“Room enough to get us killed? Jesus Christ, Badge, you’ve got five kids. Austin’s not a
month old yet. You want to put their heads on the line for Nolan? He betrayed a club
vote!”
He felt sick saying it. Part of him wanted to go for Nolan, and all of him understood why
he’d gone. If it had been only him, Bart would have voted differently all down the line,
and the club would probably have acted in concert as soon as Vega had been tagged. But
it wasn’t only him. He thought of Riley’s grey body lying on that goddamn gurney, of
their sweet, serious little girl, lying so tiny in a hospital bed. The Horde had done that.
Bart had done that.
No more.
“Sit down, Bart.” Badger’s voice was deadly firm. There was no sign of the pimply-faced
kid Bart had known in a former life.
Bart stood and locked eyes with the Night Horde President.
“Sit down,” Badger repeated. “Or leave. For good. You make that choice right now. I
want you to sit and talk this out, see if we can find a way for us all to be right. I think
everybody at this table wants that. So you take ten seconds right now and decide if you
want to give the club up just like that”—he snapped his fingers—“or if you want to sit
awhile longer and give us a chance to get right.”
Bart stared, his body thrumming, his brain too full for sense. One fucking year ago today.
Nobody at this table had realized that they were doing this to him on the motherfucking
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anniversary of Riley’s death. None of them had been there. They’d all been safe here in
Missouri, out of the fray, out of danger.
It was why he’d fucking moved—uprooted his children, left his wife’s body behind to rot
alone. To keep their children safe.
And now here they were, talking about dragging them right back into the gore.
He wanted to say it, to let them know how they were ripping him apart, but he was too
angry. He didn’t want them to know how much power they had right now.
“Five,” Badger said.
After another two beats, Bart caved and sat. A muggy breeze seemed to move through the
room as all the men let loose held breath at once.
Isaac pushed Bart’s kutte back to him. He caught it but left it on the table.
Badger gave Bart another glance, then scanned around the table. “The club vote,” he
began, “is to go for Nolan and bring our boy home. But it wasn’t unanimous, and Bart
makes a good point. This is dangerous. Nacto’s got us good intel, but we all know the
limits of intel. We can’t all go on this run. It needs a low profile, and we need to keep
Signal Bend and our families safe.” He turned to Bart. “Brother, I won’t say I know how
you feel, but I will say I agree with you. You know how I feel about vengeance. It never
gets anybody anything but hurt. I’ve voted with you all along the line. I voted with you
today. I am asking you to hold tight. It won’t make your kids any safer if you walk away
now. You know that.”
Yeah, he did. His fists coiled into the leather of his kutte, and he watched his knuckles go
white.
Badger continued, “This run is volunteer only, and I want at least half of us here at home,
keeping the town buttoned down.”
More than half the club raised their hands. Every man who’d voted to go. From those
volunteers, Badge named, “Double A. Isaac. Show. Len. Tommy. You’ve had Nolan’s
back since he was a kid. It’s right you have it now. A—you’re in charge.”
Bart hadn’t known Nolan when he was a kid, when he’d become Havoc’s son. The
thought of Havoc as a father, step or otherwise, had seemed ridiculous to Bart back in the
day, when Havoc had first met Cory and started bonding with her boy. He’d never had a
chance to see his best friend become a father and a husband, find a life that fulfilled him.
Havoc hadn’t had that life long enough, and he and Bart’s last year or so of friendship
had been rocky. Because club loyalties had come between them.
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He hadn’t seen the bond that Havoc and Nolan had forged, but that bond was like
tempered steel. It had shaped Nolan, and Bart had sure seen that.
Maybe that was why the Horde was so ready to let Nolan’s treason slide now. Maybe
they did owe him that much.
They owed Havoc that much.
Again, Badger turned to Bart. “Help me here at home, brother. You and me—we’ll lead
the rest of the club and make sure our people are safe. Put that leather on your back and
stand with me.”
~oOo~
He went home that evening to an empty house. The kids were spending the night, like
they did every Keep night, at the home of one of his married brothers. Tonight, it was
Show and Shannon’s, and Shannon and Iris had all the kids over for a campout in the
yard.
It was probably a good thing the kids weren’t home. He was exhausted and full to the
brim with sorrow. Not even Lexi, who’d been hurt exactly a year ago, had marked the
day, and Bart hadn’t reminded her. His kids were healing. Deck had nearly forgotten
Riley. Ian had left behind his anger and embraced this life. He was happy. They were all
happy. Only Lexi ever mentioned Riley these days, and she did so wistfully, not sadly.
That was good. It was what Bart wanted. But it hurt, too.
Demi began baying in her crate the instant he put his boot on the porch step. He smiled a
little, thinking about the pup, named for Riley’s most famous character. She was getting
big, at nine months old, though she hadn’t lost her puppyish enthusiasm—or clumsiness.
She was a good girl.
So he wasn’t alone. He’d toss a tennis ball around for Demi and let her sit on the sofa
with him while he watched television and drank Jack until he passed out.
He went into the house and hung his kutte on one of the hooks near the door. For a
moment, he ignored Demi’s pleas for freedom and stood and contemplated that leather.
Had he been right to keep it?
Badger was right—there was no way he could escape the risk. Anyone who might be an
enemy of the Horde would know his association and wouldn’t give a shit if he’d cut ties.
Not in this moment, anyway.
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But more than that, what would leaving the club do? The Horde was Signal Bend. The
club ran the town, supported it, populated it, kept it safe, kept it whole. To truly leave the
Horde, he’d have to leave the town.
He’d have to leave his family. His kids’ family. He’d settled them here, given them this
family, encouraged their bonds to it. Somewhere along the line, putting his family first
had come to mean staying with the Horde.
Just as staying with the Horde meant putting them at risk. It was a circle. No end and no
beginning.
But whole.
Standing by the front door of the house he’d settled his children in to begin their lives
without their mother, Bart saw something that had been missing from his understanding
since that night the year before. There was no putting one thing before another. The
Horde was his family, had always been his family. Riley had joined his family, and it had
become hers. His life had become hers. She had made that choice with her eyes wide
open, and she had been wholeheartedly involved in that life. She’d loved that life.
They had chosen to make a family together, in that life. Their children hadn’t chosen it,
and he owed it to them to keep them happy and safe. And he would. But they would be
safe here, and in this family, they were already happy.
Riley had understood the life they’d lived. She’d been right there with him as SoCal had
gone outlaw again. They hadn’t wanted it—Bart had voted against it—but they’d never
considered leaving their family. Riley had never brought it up even once. She’d married
him when he was an outlaw, and she’d simply embraced the role of the outlaw’s old lady
once again. She had known the risks and wanted the life anyway. Not just for him, but for
herself as well.
For the first time since that night in Nevada, exactly one year ago, when he held her cold
body to his chest, Bart understood that he had not killed his wife.
He pressed his face into his patch and wept.
~oOo~
In the kitchen, he finally freed his frantic dog. As she hopped around him, her tail
wagging and her ears flapping, Bart turned toward the side door, meaning to take her out.
He paused, surprised, when he saw a Tupperware container on the counter, with a piece
of paper tented on the lid.
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Nobody locked their doors around Signal Bend, and old ladies were constantly traipsing
through his house, so he didn’t think too much of it. But those old ladies also knew that
his kids were with their kids, at Show’s. So it was a little odd to find an offering on his
counter tonight.
He picked up the note and turned it over.
I know what today is, and I figured you wouldn’t be in the mood for the clubhouse. In the
container is just some snickerdoodles Loki and I made. In the fridge you’ll find the one
dish I can actually cook proudly: chicken casserole. It doesn’t look all that pretty, but it’s
got cheese and sour cream and is completely unhealthy and delicious. It’s cooked, you
just need to heat it up. You can nuke it or heat it in the oven, either way works. There’s
also a couple sixes of Bud. Try to stick to that tonight if you can. You bounce back faster
after a beer drunk than you do after Jack.
Anyway, I was just thinking about you and didn’t want you to drink on an empty stomach.
I know today is hard. But this is the last first. It starts to get easier after this.
xo
Cory
ps. I’m at Valhalla tonight, but if you need anything, call.
Cory had been distant and distracted since Nolan had left, for obvious reasons. And Bart
had felt guarded and guilty for his part in her unhappiness. Of all the old ladies, she was
the last one he’d have expected to be thinking about him, on this day or any other.
He’d told no one what the day was. Not even his children. Other than a call from Bibi in
California that afternoon, he’d marked the day alone. He had no idea how Cory had
known.
Or how she’d come to understand so much about him.
Bart carried the note out with him as he let Demi run the yard. He didn’t read it again, but
he couldn’t seem to put it away.
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PART FOUR
The Next Winter
10
Summer had gone long this year, with temperatures into the nineties almost all the way
through September. And then, in the third week of October, an arctic wind brought a hard
freeze. The high temperatures hadn’t climbed much above freezing since. It made a literal
definition to the term ‘cold snap.’
They’d had two weeks of autumn, and winter was already here. The trees had barely
begun to catch their October fire before the icy air turned them brown. For several days,
those flash-frozen leaves had clutched their branches. But a blustery wind earlier in the
day had shaken all of them loose at once.
Cory and Loki stood on their front porch and surveyed the sea of dead leaves that had
suddenly flooded their yard.
“It’s like the Whomping Willow, but with every tree.”
Cory laughed and gave her son a squeeze. “It is. I guess I know what we’re gonna be
doing this weekend. You, me, a couple of rakes, a box of trash bags…sounds fun, right?”
“Aw, Mom! Can’t we borrow Mr. Lind’s blower? And it’s too cold!”
“Blowers are loud and ineffective. Raking is fresh air and exercise, and it’s supposed to
warm up a little this weekend. We’ll bundle up and be fine.”
Loki sighed, and Cory relented a little. “Okay, I tell you what. You get up early with me
on Saturday to rake leaves, and I’ll take you and as many kids as we can get into the truck
into Springfield to the indoor go-karts.”
“And the arcade?” Loki had perked right up.
“And the arcade. Deal?” She held out her hand, and Loki took off one of the gloves of his
costume and shook on it.
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“Okay, Wolverine, let’s get moving. You warm enough?” He had two pairs of thermals
under his costume, and two pairs of socks.
“I’m boiling, Mom.”
“Good. You remember that when you’re shivering your way down Main Street. Let’s
go.”
~oOo~
Though Signal Bend had grown and strengthened in the years that Cory had been one of
its citizens, and there were more people who lived in the town proper, and they even had
their first little subdivision now, it was still a very small country town, and a lot of its
residents lived on farms or at least had an acre or two to call their own. It made trick-ortreating a challenge, especially since, even in the areas that might be called
neighborhoods, few streets had sidewalks, and most of the roads were lined with ditches.
The town’s solution was to bring the kids to Main Street for Halloween. All the shops
gave out candy, the shopkeepers dressed up, and some of the shops did haunted houses or
some other kind of attraction, and then everybody met at the library, where there was a
costume contest, and games, and a professional storyteller.
Signal Bend knew how to party. Since Lilli and Shannon had become town leaders—both
of them very good at getting people to do what they wanted—the town celebrated
regularly. Every season and every holiday had some event that brought everybody
together. And everybody came.
Cory had half expected that Loki, at eleven, might want to opt out of the trick-or-treating
portion of the Halloween festivities this year, but he’d been as enthusiastic as ever. He
was working through his superhero fandoms, a different one each year. Last year, a much
warmer Halloween, he’d been Aquaman. This year was Wolverine.
Having an ‘in’ with the planners meant a good parking spot, so Cory parked in the library
staff lot. Inside the library, they met up with the rest of their Horde family to sort into
manageable groups for Main Street.
Bart was there with his kids, and Cory’s breath caught when she saw that he’d dressed up
with them. They were a theme: Deck was a little Chewbacca. Ian was Luke Skywalker.
Lexi was Princess Leia, in a flowing white dress and a dark cinnamon-bun wig. And Bart
was Han Solo.
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Lexi had told Cory, one day while they were watching television before bedtime, that she
was her dad’s baby princess because her mom was her dad’s princess. Princess Leia to
his Han Solo.
At the sight of Bart standing there dressed like his dead wife’s hero, Cory set her hand on
her chest, over her heart.
Loki had run off to talk to Henry, so Cory crossed the room and went to Bart. Ian nearly
collided with her as he ran off toward Loki and Henry, too. “Oh, sorry, Aunt Cory!” he
called without slowing down.
“I’m okay—but be careful!”
Slowly, as he’d eased into comfort with his new life, Ian had warmed to her. And she’d
backed off a bit, too, since that fight with Bart back in February. She’d figured out how to
be a help and a friend in the right way. How to fill a need in their family without filling
Riley’s place in it.
“Hi, guys” she said as she reached Bart, Lexi, and Deck. “Wow! Chewbacca, you look
GREAT!”
“RAWR!!!” Deck shouted. He’d started kindergarten a couple of months before, and he
was wearing his teacher to a nub with his enthusiasm.
She laughed and turned to Lexi. “And you are beautiful. I love your costumes!”
“Thank you.” Lexi beamed. “Daddy let me choose. I wanted to be like my mom.”
Cory darted a glance at Bart. His smile was soft and nostalgic, but there wasn’t the raw
pain in his eyes that she’d become so familiar with, that had sharpened his expression at
every mention of Riley. She hadn’t seen that pain for a while now. Maybe not since the
summer. Since the last first.
She remembered that feeling. After the first year, getting to that first cursed anniversary,
something inside loosened a fraction of an inch. Like her whole body had spent the year
in maximum clench, knowing that agony could strike at any second, broadside or
charging headlong, and once there were no more firsts to be lived through, something, the
soul, maybe, took a tentative little breath and peeked up.
Bart had it so much worse that she. He’d built a whole life with Riley and gotten
comfortable in it. He’d had her for years and years, and without her he was lost.
Or maybe Cory was the one who had it worse, because she didn’t have that wealth of
memories, that full life lived with the man she loved. She’d spent her first wedding
anniversary at Havoc’s grave. She’d had mere months with him. Havoc had not seen
Loki’s first step or heard his first word. He hadn’t even seen him sit up on his own for the
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first time. He didn’t even know he’d gotten his way, that though they’d named him Lucas
Joseph, he was known as Loki, as Havoc had so badly wanted.
Bart lamented that Deck was forgetting Riley. But Loki had no memories of his father to
forget. Havoc would never be anything but an abstract concept to their son.
No—Cory had it worse. Sometimes, her envy for what Bart had had with Riley was so
strong, the bitter taste of it filled her mouth and made her ill.
But it wasn’t a competition, as Bart had said more than once. It was just life. Loss. Each
to their own.
“You look good.” She smiled and tipped her head as Bart leaned in to kiss her cheek.
“Thanks. You didn’t dress up.”
She shrugged and pulled a beaded headband out of her pocket. “Hav always said I dress
like a hippie.” She pulled the headband over her head, settling it across her forehead. “So
this is always my costume.”
He laughed. “It’s good. Simple. And sexy. Nice—hey. Speaking of sexy, did you know
about Nolan and Iris’s costumes? Show is gonna have a stroke.”
Nolan had come home in the summer, after a few weeks on his most terrifying
walkabout. Since then, he was a different man. He was steady and calm and happy. He
and Iris were engaged, planning a wedding in the spring.
Iris, who worked at Jubilee Antiques & Curiosities—one of the odder shops on Main
Street—was working tonight. Cory knew that Nolan had planned to be there to help out,
since they were doing a haunted house. But she didn’t know about costumes. “No—what
is it?”
Bart shook his head, grinning. “You need to see it. And somebody needs a tranq gun for
Show. C’mon—come trick-or-treat with us. I want to see your reaction, too.” He gave her
hand a tug, then dropped it and picked up Lexi and Deck’s hands.
Cory found Loki and saw that Badger had charge of him and Henry, as well as Show and
Shannon’s twins, Joey and Millie.
Gia and Bo were helping Lilli and Tasha set up the games for later. Adrienne had Austin
in his Snugli and John at her feet playing with a book on wheels. Shannon had her
granddaughters, Megan and Caroline, dressed like little sparkling fairies in gossamer
wings and costumes made puffy with thermal underwear. They were heading out, too.
She caught up with Bart and joined the retinue of dressed up Horde children.
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It was time to take over Main Street.
~oOo~
Nolan was dressed like Edgar Allan Poe. At Jubilee’s front door, he welcomed them into
his ‘garret,’ and they were beset by a screeching, moaning soundtrack and eerie purple
lighting. As they passed, he snuck a kiss to Cory’s cheek and then returned to his greeting
duties.
He looked good, and he and Iris, very likely with the help of Geoff, the owner of the
shop—yep, there was Geoff, dressed like a Victorian gentleman of somewhat better
circumstances than poor Edgar—had done a great job with the haunted house.
Deck had given up his father’s hand and had both of his little fists clenched around
Cory’s. When a big crash of stereophonic thunder and a bright flash of light jolted the
shop, Deck nearly vaulted into her arms, and she found herself being strangled by a baby
Chewie.
“It’s okay, buddy. It’s just pretend.”
Deck shook his head and buried his furry face in her shoulder. Now she was breathing in
Wookiee fur.
And still no sign of the stroke-making Iris.
“Would you like to go back outside and wait for your dad and Lex?”
“NO!” He yelled in her ear. “CANDY!”
“Okay. Let’s see if we can find it.”
Ah. There was Iris. At the sales desk, which was fitted out like a coffin. And Cory got
it—the costume, which was inspired, as well as Bart’s conviction that Show was going to
lose his mind.
Nolan was Poe. Iris was the Raven. So to speak. In a long, sleek black wig, with long
black feathers woven into it, and a beaked masquerade mask made of black sequins. And
the tiniest little dress Cory had ever seen—which was saying something, considering how
the club girls dressed. Iris’s scrap was like a Roaring Twenties flapper dress, made of
layers of shimmering fringe. It was cut low on her chest, showing her ample cleavage,
and stopped just barely past the very tops of her thighs. She wore long black gloves over
her bare arms and opaque black tights and what looked like knee-high black boots,
maybe suede, but that dress…yeah.
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Cory was absolutely positive Showdown Ryan had not seen his little girl in that getup
yet. And if Nolan were smart, engaged or not, he’d do what he could to make sure Iris
and her father never crossed paths tonight.
“You look pretty, Iris!” Lexi said as she examined the basket of candy Iris held and
finally decided not to take any.
“Thank you, Lex. So do you. I love Princess Leia.”
“Me, too. My mom liked her, too.”
“TRICK OR TREAT!” Deck had unwound himself from Cory’s neck enough to lean
over and dig through the candy.
While he made up for his sister’s lack of interest in sugary treats, Cory asked Iris, “It’s a
great costume. Do you and Nolan have other plans tonight, or will you be at the library?”
“We’re going to the library.”
“Oh. Cool.” Should be entertaining, at any rate.
Iris smirked at the message under Cory’s terse response. “I have another skirt in my bag
that’ll go over this dress. Goes all the way to the floor. Nolan made me bring it so my dad
doesn’t kill him.”
“Wise man. Do you have another top, too?”
“Nope. A woman has to make a stand somewhere. I’m making mine on my boobs.”
“BOOBS!” Deck giggled, forgetting his fear of the lights and noise. “YOU SAID
BOOBS!” He dumped his handfuls of candy into his plastic pumpkin.
Cory laughed and helped him when his costume got tangled up with the handle of his
pumpkin.
“You’re alright, Iris.”
Iris just grinned.
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“There’s my babies! Come to Granny Beebs!” Bibi Elliott, the widow of Hoosier, the
first President of the Night Horde SoCal, crouched down in the middle of the baggage
claim area and threw her arms wide.
Lexi and Ian ran to her. Lexi’s limp was still obvious when she ran, but only then. Bibi
clutched them close and held their cheeks to hers. “Oh, I missed you so much!!”
Deck held back, stepping behind Bart’s leg. Had he forgotten his California family
already? It had only been a little more than a year.
But he’d mostly forgotten Riley, so Bart didn’t know why he was surprised. He crouched
next to his son. “Hey, little man. What’s wrong? Don’t you remember Granny Beebs?”
Deck shook his head, and clutched Aloysius, his stuffed dinosaur. His thumb found its
way into his mouth.
The Christmas carols piping through the airport’s PA system seemed warped and
discordant. All around them, travelers rushed, seeking their bags or dragging them away.
A strand of glittering blue garland sagged from a support pole. The place was seriously
lacking in Christmas spirit. Maybe he should have kept his kids in Signal Bend for
Christmas, with the quaint carriage rides and fresh pine boughs, and the appropriately
wintery weather.
It had been snowing when they’d left that afternoon, and the forecast called for a white
Christmas. Ian had been deeply offended. Last year, their first Christmas in Missouri,
they’d had cold but no snow. This year, they’d left a white Christmas behind to spend a
week in sunny Southern California. So Ian still hadn’t experienced a white Christmas.
But then he watched Ian and Lexi hugging Bibi, and he knew this was right. They’d
needed to reconnect with this part of their family.
Connor was there, too—Hoosier and Bibi’s son, and the current SoCal President. He
came up to Bart, who scooped Deck up and took Connor’s offered hand.
“Hey, brother. Good to see you.”
“Con. It’s great to see you.” The handshake wasn’t enough. Bart held out his free arm,
and the two men embraced.
“Declan. My man!” Connor said when he stepped back. “You’re a big man now.” He
held out his fist.
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Deck considered that fist, then smiled a little and made a fist of his own. He dropped his
onto Connor’s and then held his out for the return. That, he remembered.
“That’s my good man.” Connor held out his arms, and Deck was willing, so Bart let him
go.
Then he went to Bibi. She’d stood and was talking with Lexi and Ian, who both had a lot
to catch her up on. As Bart came to her, she smiled. “Well, look at you, Bart Elstad. Still
standin’.”
“You, too.”
“Yes, I am. Ain’t so easy to knock us down, is it?” She held up her arms, and he folded
her into his.
“I guess not. I’ve missed you, Beebs.”
“I know this ain’t home to you anymore, but I sure am glad to have you back for a
minute.”
He squeezed her harder. “Me too. Me too.”
~oOo~
The air in California felt wrong. He could actually taste the difference on his tongue. He
remembered breathing deep when he’d arrived in Signal Bend last year and remarking to
himself how fresh and clear the air was. Even the faint tang of manure had seemed
delightful. Earthy and real.
This air was bitter. It was a bright, clear, winter day, no sign of smog, but the wind still
carried the flavor of the millions of cars and trucks and bikes, all the factories, all the
people. While Bart had lived here, he’d grown used to the air, but after a year away, he
marveled that it wasn’t lethal.
But the air in the SoCal clubhouse was not much different from Missouri. He walked in
through a door he’d walked out of fourteen months ago, and he felt at home. The
members of the SoCal charter, and their old ladies and kids, were all there. The men
stood and came together as a group, each taking his turn to welcome him back. Trick,
their VP. Muse, their SAA. Sherlock. Demon. J.R. Ronin. Fargo. Keanu. Big Nate.
The club roster hadn’t changed at all since his name had been struck from it. As his Lexi
and Ian ran to the friends they’d missed, Bart accepted an embrace from each man, and
then from their women. Juliana. Sid. Sadie. Faith. Veda. Lorraine. And Pilar, Connor’s
wife, who held a baby in her arms.
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Behind him, as Bart kissed Pilar’s cheek, Connor said, “Meet my son. Jerome—we call
him Rome.”
Jerome had been Hoosier’s given name.
Pilar laughed. “Listen to him. Our son.”
Bart brushed a finger over the sleeping boy’s dark hair. “He’s beautiful. Three months
old, right?”
“Almost, yeah.” Pilar fussed with the blanket her son was swaddled in.
“He’s big.”
“Over ten pounds when he was born.” Pride pulsed through Connor’s words.
“Damn.” Bart gave Pilar a quick once-over. She’d been extremely fit when Bart had lived
here, and she obviously still was. She seemed to have regained her figure already. “I’m
impressed.” If anybody deserved to be proud for bringing a ten-pound baby into the
world, it was his mother, not his father.
“So am I,” she said, grinning. “And in no hurry to do it again.” That last she’d sent to her
husband, in a firm tone. Knowing Connor, Bart guessed he was already making noise
about more kids.
Bart chuckled at the little spar Connor and Pilar had going on in their eyes, and he looked
around the SoCal Hall. Lexi and Ian were talking with bright animation with Lucie, Trick
and Juliana’s oldest, and Tucker, Demon and Faith’s oldest. Deck was with Bibi, having
warmed up to Granny Beebs again, and he was becoming reacquainted with Lana,
Demon and Faith’s little girl. Deck and Lana had been a dangerous combination before,
both of them energetic and a little mischievous.
The Hall teemed with families. The SoCal Horde, their women, their children. One
family.
Bart had missed them all, and he felt welcomed and included here. They had been his
family for fourteen years. They had been the only Horde family Riley had ever known.
But as he sat at the SoCal bar with a glass of Jack in his hands and talked to his old
brothers while he watched his children play with their old friends, Bart knew for a truth
that he belonged in Signal Bend. He’d been right to move his children.
The SoCal Horde were out of the outlaw business, too, but these men were different from
the Missouri Horde. He’d seen it before he’d left, how the bonds here between them were
different. Strong, but different.
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What was missing here was roots to the community, a connection beyond the club itself.
On Christmas Eve in Signal Bend, the Hall was full of townspeople as well as Horde.
Here, everybody was directly connected to the Horde. Madrone was a mark on a map,
inert and two-dimensional. Signal Bend had a heartbeat of its own.
These people would always be his extended family. But this place could no longer be his
home. Or his children’s. He’d known that when he’d made the decision to move, but for
the past year, he’d been racked with doubts, worrying that he’d been hasty, that he’d
made the decision while he was too deep in the chasm of new grief, that he’d ripped his
children from the only home and family they’d ever known. Over the summer, with
Nolan going rogue, he’d worried, too, that he’d been wrong to trust the Missouri charter
to stay safe and straight.
And he’d worried that he’d left Riley behind. Each day that his children’s memory of her
blurred and faded, he’d worried that he’d made a terrible mistake, that they would have
remembered her more vividly if they’d stayed in the house that had held her, with the
family they’d had with her.
That was probably true.
But it was also true that he’d brought them to a better, safer, sweeter life.
~oOo~
That night, he finished a bedtime story and tucked Deck and Aloysius into bed in the
guest room Bibi had set up for her grandchildren, all of them of the honorary designation
except for new little Rome.
“Sleep well, little man. I’ll see you in the morning.” He kissed Deck’s forehead, and
Deck rolled over and tucked his dinosaur under his chin.
As Bart got to the door, Deck called, “Daddy?”
“Yeah, Deck?”
“Will Santa find us here?”
“He sure will. He always knows where all the boys and girls are. He’ll put your presents
under Granny Beebs’ tree.” Bart had had most of the kids’ gifts shipped here, and he’d
ship them to Signal Bend before they headed home. A hassle, but worth it.
“Will he be mad that we didn’t help him give presents to the other little girls and boys?”
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The Christmas Eve gift drive in Signal Bend. The SoCal Horde collected toys and other
gifts, too, but they just turned them in at the homeless shelter and the women’s center. It
wasn’t the big production here that it was back home.
Back home.
“No, Deck. Santa doesn’t get mad. And remember when we put the toys in the box where
Aunt Cory works? That was us helping. Okay?”
“Okay. Daddy?”
Bart laughed. “Yes?”
“I’m lonely for Aunt Cory. I asked Santa for a mommy, but I don’t want him to make me
one for under the tree. I want Aunt Cory.”
That made him drop his hand from the doorknob and come back into the room. He sat on
the edge of the bed. “You asked Santa for a mommy?”
“Uh huh. In my head. Lexi said it doesn’t work if you don’t say it in your mouth when
you’re on his lap, or in a letter, but sometimes it does. Like when I made movies of my
other mommy in my head and then she was there.”
All at once, Bart’s head ached and his stomach went sour. “Your ‘other’ mommy?”
“Uh huh. The one that went away. She had yellow hair like Lexi and she read me stories
in a pretty voice that made me sleepy.”
Deck hadn’t forgotten Riley after all. But, too, he had. She was little more than a faint
impression, a sketch in the picture book of his memory.
“She didn’t go away, Declan. She died.”
Deck blinked at him, not comprehending the difference. “But I don’t have a mommy. I
want Aunt Cory as my mommy. I don’t want Santa to make me one.”
Bart needed to be free of this bizarre and painful conversation, and Deck obviously
wasn’t capable of understanding reality. So he said, “Then ask Santa in your head not to
make you one. He’ll hear you.”
“Will he give me Aunt Cory?”
“Aunt Cory’s not your mommy, Deck. She’s your aunt—and you already have her.”
Tears welled up in his son’s eyes and spilled over. “But I want her all the time! I want her
to live in my house!”
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All his emotions frayed, Bart couldn’t take it anymore. “Deck, that’s enough. Cory is not
your mother. Your mother died. You only get one. Now lie back down and go to sleep.”
Deck lay down, wailing at full force now. He rolled away from his father and curled into
a tight ball.
Fuck. He’d fucked that up so badly. But he couldn’t handle any more of it. He had to get
out and find somewhere to be by himself and calm down.
When he left the room, his son still sobbing great sobs of despair, Bart almost crashed
into Bibi.
“Everythin’ okay?” She squinted up at him. “No, obviously. You mind?” She nodded
toward the door he’d just closed.
Bart shook his head. No, he didn’t mind. Women had been taking up his slack since
Riley’s death. And she had taken up his slack since Lexi had been born.
He went out to the living room, where Connor and Demon and their old ladies were
settled, talking. Lexi, Ian, and Tucker were playing a board game. Lana and Jude had
been tucked in. Rome slept in his father’s arms, his little head cradled against Connor’s
neck.
The big Christmas tree glowed in the corner. The kids had decorated it, and the
ornaments were mostly clustered on the bottom four feet.
“I need a bike.”
Connor looked over the back of the sofa. After a glance at Bart, he stood, holding his son
to his chest. He kept his voice low as he asked, “Trouble?”
“Just need to ride.”
For a moment, no one spoke. Bart couldn’t hear his son crying anymore; Bibi had calmed
him. A set of keys came through the air, and he caught them.
“She’s all yours,” Demon said.
“Thanks, man. I’ll take care of her.”
“I know you will.” It was both a vote of confidence and a quiet threat.
~oOo~
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Bart rode his old head-clearing route, getting out past Madrone and the populated areas of
San Bernardino County and into the desert. He rode until his head was quiet, and then he
rode a little longer, until the lights on the ground gave way and let the lights in the sky
shine.
Then he could think.
If Deck was thinking of Cory like his mother, then Bart was leaning way too hard on
Cory for help.
He needed to back off, sort out the system of their life in Signal Bend and make some
changes. He’d thought he’d found a good balance, one that had him with his kids enough,
and kept them active and engaged with their family—their whole family. But yeah, Cory
was around a lot.
And not just helping out, either. They ate supper together three or four times a week—all
of them: Bart and Cory, Loki, Lexi, Ian, and Deck. Even their dogs were best friends.
Seven times out of ten, it was Cory who picked the kids up from school or kept them
overnight when he was on club business.
Without realizing it until this moment, Bart had been thinking of Cory as the first go-to
for everything. If she was busy, then he asked somebody else for help. Because he
wanted Cory to be there.
He enjoyed her company. They talked about the kids most of all, but when they were
alone, they talked about Havoc and Riley. And they just talked. About anything.
Everything.
Bart didn’t want to make changes. He enjoyed having Cory in his life and in his kids’
lives. She was a good influence and a calm, steady presence. She understood him. She
understood his kids. She was helping them all heal.
Parked off the road on a dusty turnout for a vista point, Bart pulled his phone from his
pocket and dialed.
Cory’s sleepy voice answered after five rings. “Hello.”
“Fuck. I forgot it’s later there. I’m sorry.”
“Bart?” Her voice was alert now. “Is everything okay?”
“Yeah. It’s all good. Deck is missing you.”
She chuckled softly. “I miss him, too.”
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“Cor, can I ask you something?”
“Sure.”
“Do you love my kids?”
There was just one beat of silence before she answered, and Bart knew that he’d surprised
her. “Yeah, I do.”
He knew that was true, and he knew it was deeper than just loving them because they
were family and loving family was the right thing to do.
“I figured something out tonight,” he said, looking up at the stars. Lexi saw her mother’s
love in the starlight.
“What?” Cory asked from her bed in Signal Bend.
“You’re my best friend.”
The silence this time was longer. “You’re mine, too.”
He knew that was true, too. “Go back to sleep. Sorry I woke you.”
“It’s okay. You’re okay?”
“Yeah, I am. Merry Christmas, Cor.”
“Merry Christmas, Bart.”
~oOo~
Back in Madrone, Bart went to the cemetery. He’d never seen Riley’s marker. He’d taken
his children away from the hole her casket had been lowered into, and he’d never gone
back.
Deep in the night, the cemetery gates were closed. Bart parked Demon’s bike discreetly
along the side road, then climbed the fence. Though he hadn’t seen her marker, except as
a sketch the designer at the memorial monument company had shown him, he
remembered exactly where her grave was. He walked through the dark grounds with a
sure step.
The marker he’d chosen wasn’t ostentatious. No looming angel atop it, no praying hands,
no long sentiment crowing about her achievements, no photo captured in oval glass. Just
rose marble etched with her name—her legal name. Riley Anne Elstad. He hadn’t wanted
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her to be mobbed by fans here as she had in life, so he hadn’t included her famous name,
Riley Chase.
And yet, as he came upon her grave, he saw that she’d been found by a few fans. Wilted
bouquets of supermarket flowers, and little mementos, all from the television series she’d
starred in, had been left on the grass at the base of her marker. Those fans had always
been the most devoted and intrepid.
Under her name and above her dates were words from a poem she’d loved, something a
character she’d played in a film had recited: You were. You are. The brightest thing.
Bart sat on the ground and studied his wife’s gravestone in the moonlight.
He didn’t know why he was here. He didn’t need to be staring at her grave to have her
with him or to talk to her. He talked to her in his head almost every day. So he simply sat.
He sat until he understood why he’d come. Riley wasn’t here. He was sitting directly
over her casket, but he was alone here. His wife was with him, in his head, his memories.
His grief. She was in their children. In Lexi, who was Riley’s clone in looks and
temperament both. In Ian’s nose and his laugh. In Deck’s friendly spirit and compassion.
Deck might not remember his mother at all for very much longer. He’d been so young
when she was killed. He was still so young. But Riley was all around him and within him
nonetheless, and it was Bart’s job to keep her present for Deck and all the kids, not
merely as a memory, but as their mother, who would shape their lives even after her
death, because she was a part of them.
He’d been sliding on that responsibility, too wrapped up in keeping her present in his
own mind, too masochistically obsessed with watching her children move on without her,
to understand that they needed him to help them remember her, and to do it in a way that
allowed them to heal and live and be happy.
Riley wasn’t here, in this dark, chilly cemetery. He hadn’t left her behind when he’d
moved away from her grave. Like Lexi had said one year ago, on their first Christmas
without her, Riley was in the stars. Wherever they looked for her, they would find her.
He stood and kissed his fingers. “Love you forever, princess,” he murmured as he pressed
his hand to her name etched in rose marble. “Let’s go.”
Then he walked away, headed back to their children.
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PART FIVE
The Next Spring
12
On a perfect April Saturday, Nolan and Iris were married at Keller Acres Bed &
Breakfast, the little inn in Signal Bend that Lilli and Shannon owned and that Shannon
ran. For years, it had been a popular destination for country weddings of both quaint and
classy varieties.
Weddings there had grown into a bit of a family business even beyond Lilli and
Shannon’s influence. Darwin’s sister, Carly, had the flower shop in town, and she usually
did the flowers. Adrienne worked on a freelance basis as their wedding photographer, and
Cory had agreed a few times in the past few years to provide the music for those
ceremonies that fell more to the ‘quaint’ side of the spectrum.
Which was where Nolan and Iris’s wedding fell. They put up the wedding trellis in front
of the closed barn doors, painted in classic red-and-white style, and their guests sat on
hay bales. Little tin buckets of baby’s breath lined the grassy aisle. Nolan wore a new,
crisply ironed white button-down shirt and dark jeans with his kutte and his boots, both
polished to a sheen.
Badger stood at his side, also crisp and polished. Reverend Mortensen stood under the
trellis with the men.
Cory stood off to the side, her guitar strapped over her shoulder, playing softly.
Iris wore a filmy, simple vintage dress in embroidered silk organza. On her head was a
wreath of baby’s breath. She wore her bright red cowboy boots and carried a bouquet of
irises she and Cory had plucked from their yard that morning.
Their yard—Nolan and Iris had bought property and were building a house. Her restless,
nightwalking son had found a place to stop and settle, and the woman he could rest with.
They had no flower girl or ring bearer; they’d decided that there were too many children
to choose from, and they didn’t want to disappoint any of them. So Rose, Iris’s older
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sister, walked down the aisle, as Iris’s maid of honor, and then Showdown took his
daughter’s arm stood with her behind the rows of hay bales, where their guests, the
people of Signal Bend, sat waiting.
When Rose was at the trellis on the Reverend’s right side, Cory began to sing, quietly.
Nolan and Iris had asked her to choose the music. To send Iris to her son, Cory chose
Mary Chapin Carpenter’s ‘Grow Old with Me.’
She had a little bit of trouble getting through it, especially as Nolan took Iris’s hands and
they stood there, staring into each other’s eyes.
Her boy was happy. After so much pain, so much loss. After so much seeking, he’d found
his home.
~oOo~
They had the reception immediately after the wedding, on the B&B lawn. Food was
picnic style. They’d brought the big Horde grill over and set up a long table of side dishes
and burger fixings. Another table held a tiered wedding cake and a few cupcake trees.
Just another family gathering, and exactly right for that.
They’d hired a local country band that gigged regularly at the inn. After they were all set
up, but before they started playing, Cory and Loki took the stage.
“Hi, everybody. Before we start getting our boogie boots on, Loke and I have something
for Nolan. And for Iris, too. People talk a lot about fathers giving their daughters away at
weddings. But there was a son up there today, too. Nolan’s dad’s not here tonight. He’s
been stuck with nobody but me most of his life. And today I’m handing over something
precious, too. My boy. Love you, kiddo.”
Her voice broke, and she turned from the mic and cleared her throat. Closing her eyes,
she took a beat and a breath. She wanted her voice steady. She glanced at Loki. He was
nervous, and her concern for him steadied her own nerves. She smiled at him and gave
him an encouraging nod. Ready? she mouthed. When he smiled and turned a thumb up,
she faced the mic again.
“Anyway, most of you know that Nolan likes to go off on his own. Since he was a little
kid, he’s been like that. Sometimes he made me crazy with his wandering. But he needed
it. He needed to go off and think his thoughts, find his way. When he met Iris, I think he
finally found it. This song is called ‘First Steps.’”
She picked a few notes on the strings of her guitar, setting the tempo. With Loki
accompanying her on drums, his first time playing for an audience, Cory sang a song
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she’d written for this occasion. The whole party went quiet and listened, but Cory kept
her eyes on her firstborn.
I held your hand.
You took a step
Away from me.
You twisted your fingers
From mine
And pulled free.
You wanted to roam.
To seek
To search
To see
You wanted to know.
You went
You walked
You wandered
But you were never lost.
I held my arms wide
And you ran
Back to me.
You threw your arms
Around me
And held on.
You were never lost.
You will never be.
Take your steps now
My son.
Walk into the world
And be the man
You’re meant to be.
And I will always be
Standing
With my arms wide.
Waiting
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To set you free.
When the song was over, she left the stage to quiet, no applause, but that was okay.
Applause would have felt wrong for that moment. She bent to put her guitar away.
And then applause filled the evening air. Applause and whistles and shouts of
appreciation.
When she turned around, Nolan was there, his arm around his beaming brother.
He let Loki go and pulled her into his arms. “I love you, Mom. You did everything right.
You’ve always been there for me and exactly what I needed.”
“I’m so proud of you, kiddo.” Cory held her firstborn son. She pressed her face to the
leather on his chest and cried bittersweet tears.
~oOo~
“Dance with me?”
Cory turned at Bart’s voice. He stood behind her with his hand out in invitation. The band
had been playing rousing dance music, and people had been working up a sweat twostepping, doing the Electric Slide, and all manner of country dances. Cory had danced
with Deck a couple of times, and, of course, with Nolan and with a few of the other
Horde men, but she’d been enjoying sitting on the sidelines for the most part, talking with
the women and keeping an eye on the kids.
The song the band had just begun was a ballad. More folk than country. Cory tuned in for
a second so she could place it—‘More than Life,’ by Whitley. She’d played it once or
twice at Valhalla, on those rare occasions when she sat at the mic there.
Because saying no would have been awkward, Cory said yes and let him take her hand
and lead her to the wooden dance floor the Horde had set up earlier in the day.
Bart pulled her close, one hand on the small of her back, the other holding her hand up, in
a classic dance position. He moved gracefully and subtly, and she followed him easily.
She could feel his eyes on her, but she found other things to see. Nolan and Iris swaying
in the middle of the dance floor, Iris’s head resting on her new husband’s chest and his
cheek on her head.
No, not that. As beautiful as the sight was, this was not the time for Cory to feel that
wistful happiness. The kind that came tinged with loneliness and a film of envy.
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She found something else, something safer to focus on. Len and Tasha making out like
teenagers on the dance floor, Len’s hands full of his wife’s ass.
Nope, not that.
Badger dancing with Megan and Caroline. Yeah, that would do.
Because she was in trouble.
Since Christmas, things had felt different with Bart. For her, anyway. He’d come back
from California and been different. His grief had finally dulled. He smiled more readily,
less like it was something he had to remember to do, and he laughed openly and often. He
was relaxed and easy with his children, no longer watching them with a furtive shadow in
his eyes, like he expected them to break at any moment.
He’d started a business, preparing to reopen Keyes Implement & Repair in May, under
the new name Signal Bend Implement & Repair. He’d built the kids’ playhouse the
minute the weather had warmed enough to do it, and he’d started on the project to rebuild
his garage.
Things had been different between them, too. Not in any kind of romantic way, but their
friendship had deepened. He called just to talk to her sometimes, and sought her out not
simply because he needed her help or she was already there to talk to, but because he
wanted to spend time with her.
It was entirely platonic, without any hint that he wanted more than friendship or had even
noticed that she was a woman. He’d told her she was his best friend, and that was how he
treated her.
He was her best friend, too. She felt closer to him, better understood by him, than anyone
else in her life that didn’t share her blood. But she had been alone a very long time, and
for the first time since she’d lost Havoc, she felt something for another man. All these
years, she’d never wanted, never even considered being with anyone else. Not a
relationship, not a fling, not a one-night stand. The world saw her as a widow, but she
saw herself as married.
She’d only rarely even masturbated since Havoc’s death, and when she did, it was him
she imagined touching her, the memory of his touch still vivid in those moments. His
rough ways, his tender words. His love and his desire.
Havoc had been perfect for her. He’d loved no one but her, ever, and he’d loved her
completely. He’d given her a home and a family. He’d given Nolan a father. He’d learned
how to be a loving man, a family man, for her and their sons. He’d given her everything
she’d needed and wanted in her life. And then she’d lost him. There was no possible
follow-up to that.
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But at some point in the past few months, the fulfillment she’d felt in helping Bart with
his children, the loosening of her loneliness, had begun to revive the part of her that had
died with Havoc. She found herself thinking about Bart in a new way. Noticing him. The
clear grey of his eyes. The husky edge to his laugh. The shape of his hands. His scent on
his clothes when she did his laundry.
She knew his favorite foods. She knew the habits of his day. She knew his fears and his
hopes for his kids. She knew what he saw as his failings as their father. She knew how
deep his love for Riley went, how vast his loss was.
And she knew Havoc so much more fully for seeing him through Bart’s eyes.
Being there to witness Bart in his grief had freshened her own, and she’d missed Havoc
painfully since the Elstads had moved home, an old scar sliced open to gush hot blood.
He’d lived more truly for her during these eighteen months than he had since he’d been
able to draw breath. Since she’d last felt his strong arms around her.
Cory felt guilty for and afraid of the feelings that burgeoned inside her for his best friend.
Feelings he showed no signs of returning.
Of course he didn’t. Not even two years had passed yet since Riley’s death. When Cory’s
loss had been that recent, Havoc had still filled her head every single day, all day long.
She’d clung to every memory of him, sought them out to relive them. Every day.
“That song was beautiful. Did you write it?”
Unable to avoid looking at Bart while he was speaking to her, Cory looked up. He was
handsome, in a rugged way. The lines at the corners of his eyes told of a life that had
known great happiness. The crease between his brows showed the sadness that had
prevailed in recent times. Grey strands shot through his dark blond hair. He’d taken to
wearing a beard during the cold months, but, like Nolan, he shaved when it was warm.
Nolan kept some stubble through the summer now, because Iris preferred it.
On this day, Bart was smooth-shaven, and when he smiled, long dimples creased his
cheeks.
“Thank you. And yeah. A wedding present.” She hadn’t written an original song in years.
A long time ago, in a different, emptier life, she’d tried to make a career as a singersongwriter. The effort had been a failure, but she’d met Havoc Mariano because of it, so
it had been the best success of her life.
“Well, it was beautiful. Your voice is beautiful. I’ve never heard you sing before, except
under your breath.”
“Under my breath?”
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“You sing when you’re involved in something. Like working in your garden or doing the
dishes. Just really quiet.”
She laughed. “I guess I do.”
The song ended then, and they stopped moving. Cory pulled her hand from his and
stepped out from the circle of his arm. “I’m going to go check on Loki,” she said and
turned away without waiting for a reaction.
The wedding and all the romance in the air had frothed up feelings she’d been
successfully ignoring. Cory was confused, and she felt guilty. None of the long-dead
feelings creaking to life inside her felt good. All she saw in them was trouble.
Pain and loss, old and new.
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13
Bart went into the kitchen from the side porch and got himself a bottle of beer. As he
took a long swig, his eyes fell on the sheet cake on the counter, still in its box. He smiled
down at the top: Lexi riding Cinnamon. Made to look like clouds, the words Happy
Birthday, Lexi! filled the space in the airbrushed blue sky.
The decorator had done a good job of replicating the photograph that Cory had taken to
the bakery.
Bart and his kids had built up something like a little farm. The hens the kids had raised
from chicks were a year old and had been laying eggs for a few months. They had a little
herd of five goats. And they had four horses, one for each of them. Three horses and a
pony, that was. Deck wasn’t big enough for a horse yet, but he loved his little Fireball, a
patient Shetland gelding.
It felt like a home, and he felt settled into it, finally. He still had work to do on the garage,
but it was nice to have a project to work on when he needed time on his own. Since he’d
agreed to take over the heavy equipment sales and repair business, he had found himself
lacking in time on his own.
And everybody had been right, of course. Keeping busy was not a bad thing. He’d known
that before, but before, he’d wanted to wallow. He’d needed to.
Lexi’s laugh drew his attention, and he went to the window. She was sitting with her
friends at the picnic tables, smiling broadly and chatting. Cory moved up and down
among the girls—twenty tween girls had swarmed his house!—helping them string
sparkly beads on wires to make bracelets or something.
Lexi had been making jewelry with Cory for a while now. She’d gotten so good at it that
Cory had offered to let her join her booth at the upcoming Spring Fest this year and try to
sell some pieces.
His little girl had blossomed into a young woman. She was twelve now, almost a
teenager. She had friends all over—at school, at dance class, here in town, her Horde
family—and her activities had gotten so complicated that Bart had to keep everything in
his calendar with ringing alerts so he could be sure he knew where she was—and make
sure she got there and back.
Over the past several months, Lexi had gotten deeply involved in artistic pursuits. Not
only making jewelry, or the dancing and drawing that she’d always enjoyed. She was
doing all of that, and she was playing the piano again, practicing at least a couple of
hours a day, and Bart had found her several times in her room, acting out scenes from her
favorite movies and television shows. From her mother’s roles, too.
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She’d seen a flyer the other day for the Signal Bend Community Theatre—they’d
seriously spelled it ‘re’—that one of the newer town residents was trying to get off the
ground, and she wanted to get involved in that, too. Bart had no idea where she thought
she’d squeeze that in, but he knew they’d work it out.
Every day, she became more like her mother. But it was Cory she looked to for advice
and inspiration.
Bart watched Cory help one of Lexi’s friends—he couldn’t remember that one’s name,
but he was pretty sure she was a dance friend—do something with a strand of beads that
caught the sunlight as they worked.
She was dressed as she usually was, in jeans and a pair of well-worn boots. Her top was
some loose, gauzy material in dark purple, and it flowed to her hips. The purple was a
good color for her. It made her bright blue eyes seem even brighter.
As he watched her, an image took over his head—Cory standing at the mic at Nolan and
Iris’s wedding a couple of weeks before, wearing a dress in another shade of purple but
still gauzy and flowing. Havoc had been right; she did dress like a hippie. It suited her.
She was a bit of a hippie. A free spirit, who raised her sons well but unconventionally and
moved through her life like she expected people to take her or leave her, but not to
change her.
She always wore several necklaces, silver and leather, simple except for their quantity,
which dangled from her chest as she bent over to help Kaylin? Kaylee? Kayla?
Something like that. Maybe. It didn’t matter. With all those girls running around, he was
probably protected from having to know any one girl’s name.
Besides, he was sure Cory knew.
A sudden breeze blew and caught Cory’s long, dark hair, which she almost always wore
loose, sending it into her face. She stood straight up and made a move Bart had seen her
make scores of times. Hundreds of times. She raked her hand over the top of her head and
down the back, combing her hair between her fingers and pulling the mass over her
shoulder.
Scores of times. Hundreds.
But this time, Bart felt the sight of her. Something deep inside him ached sharply, and his
cock stiffened.
The hand that held her hair sparkled in the sunlight. The rings Havoc had given her,
which she still wore, more than eleven years after his death.
Bart turned away and drained the rest of his beer with his back to the window.
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14
“Okay. Checklist. Got everything you need? Water?”
Ian, Henry, Joey, and Loki held up their water bottles and yelled, “CHECK!”
“Flashlights?”
Four bright beams blinded her at once, and the boys chortled at their own hilarity.
“CHECK!”
“Sleeping bags?”
Ian reached between his legs and pulled part of his bag through. Henry, Joey, and Loki
followed suit, and a chorus of “CHECKs” rang out.
“Monster repellant?”
“Mom!” Loki groaned. “We’re too old for monsters.”
“C’mon, Aunt Cory,” Ian agreed. “Only little kids need monster repellant.”
Henry and Joey both nodded their heads in vigorous agreement.
“Are you sure? I’ve heard some creepy sounds coming from the orchard some nights.
And there’s no moon tonight. You never know. Remember the story about the
scarecrow? If Mr. Lind’s guy gets hungry and climbs down off his perch, it’s too dark for
you to see him coming.”
All four boys made various sounds of disdain for her pathetic attempt to scare them.
“Okay. If you’re sure.” She stood up and put her hand on the zipper, ready to close up the
tent. “C’mon Thor. Let’s go inside and watch television.”
She got the zipper down about six inches when Ian’s head popped up at the opening. In
the light of her own flashlight, Cory saw him cast a wary eye in the direction of her
neighbor’s big garden and the scarecrow that guarded it. “Could Thor stay with us
tonight?”
“What d’ya say, old guy?” Cory reached down and scratched behind his ear.
Ian patted the floor of the tent, and Thor made his way inside. Her old dog was arthritic
and slow, but he loved all his kids.
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“Okay, boys. Have fun. I’m right inside if you need me. Good night.” She blew them
kisses and zipped the tent closed.
~oOo~
Alone inside, Cory kept the screen door open so she could listen to the boys talking and
laughing. She sat at the table and counted the cash from her till. For the first time in
years, she’d had a booth at Spring Fest to sell her jewelry.
She’d started making jewelry again about a year ago, because Lexi had seen a piece she’d
made sitting in the china dish on her dresser, and she’d asked about it. Upon learning that
Cory had made it, Lexi had come at her with a million questions, until Cory had gotten
her beading kit out of storage and sat down to show Lexi a couple of simple techniques.
Lexi had sold some pieces at the Fest, too.
Cory had learned to make jewelry as one of her many desperate attempts to earn enough
money to live, in that long-ago, pre-Havoc life. She didn’t need the money now—Havoc
had saved well from his Horde earnings, and the Horde had added substantially to that
while they’d still been doing work that Havoc had been involved in. And Valhalla Vin
was a prosperous business. The Horde owned the bar, but Havoc had had a cut in it, and
now Cory had his share. Plus her salary as its manager.
She looked at the stack of cash. Nearly a thousand dollars, about seven hundred of it
profit. For reasons beyond her, it seemed wrong to simply put it in the bank, or in the safe
in her closet. It felt special to her, this money she’d made with a skill she’d learned out of
desperation, at a time when her circumstances were comfortable.
Teaching Lexi and making jewelry with her, planning their booth, selling together—all of
that had been special, too. She’d never had a daughter, never raised a girl. For all the
things she’d shared and enjoyed with Nolan and Loki, there was a different kind of bond
with a girl.
With the barest shape of an idea in her head, Cory sealed up the cash in an envelope,
wrote JEWELRY on the outside, and took it to her safe. She’d let it sit and see if the idea
took on any substance.
While she was on her knees closing up the safe, her phone rang. She’d left it on the table,
so she jumped up and ran back, answering it without checking the caller.
“Hello?”
“Hey.”
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“Hey, Bart.” Since the wedding, Cory’s heart had settled down. There had been too much
romance in the air while that thing had been planned and executed; it had infected her
calm. Now she was on an even keel again and content to be best friends. “How’s the Fest
going?”
It was the last night, and things tended to get rowdy on the last night, which was why all
the Horde kids had been corralled at other locations—the older boys with Cory, the older
girls with Lilli, and the little ones with Shannon and Adrienne.
“Not too bad. Boring, actually. Haven’t thrown a punch yet.”
“Night’s still young.”
He laughed. “Everything cool over there?”
“Yep. They’re all zipped up in the tent, and they’ve enlisted Thor for guard dog duties. I
told them scary stories over s’mores, so I expect they’ll all be sleeping on the living room
floor before midnight.”
“Well done. Okay. I’ll see you in the morning.”
“More like afternoon, you mean,” she teased.
“Nah. I’m sober tonight. I’ll stop by the bakery and bring breakfast. About nine?”
“Sounds good. Have a good night.”
“I will. Hey, Cor?”
“Yeah?”
There was just enough of a pause that Cory checked to make sure the call hadn’t dropped.
Then Bart said, “You have a good night, too.”
~oOo~
He was there at nine the next morning, as promised.
The boys had managed to sleep outside all night, but they had gotten up with the sun, and
Cory had them working in her yard, pulling weeds and collecting some of the early
vegetables from her little plot.
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She’d heard Bart’s truck pull up, so she was waiting on the patio, where she’d set the
table for breakfast. He came around the corner with a big pink box of doughnuts and a
clay pot full of purple hyacinths.
“Wow. You did stay sober. I’m surprised.”
“Hey now, you shouldn’t cast aspersions on the guy bringing food and gifts.”
“Gifts?”
“Gift.” He held out the pot of the flowers. “I heard you tell Carly that you liked these.”
The town florist had had the booth next to hers. Carly had been selling little decorative
plantings and arrangements as well as some starter garden pots.
Cory did like hyacinths. They weren’t a special favorite or anything, but they were pretty
and fragrant. She took the pot. “Thank you. They’re lovely.”
“I thought they could work on your front porch, where you have all those pots.”
She smiled. “Yeah, they could. They’d be good there.”
Bart had never given her a gift, and she’d never given him one. At Christmas, for the past
several years, the adults did a Secret Santa thing, which always produced jokey and
usually obscene gifts, but Bart had opted out on his first Christmas back, and he’d been in
California for his second, so he hadn’t been part of that. And birthdays weren’t giftgiving events in their family except for the children and between couples, generally.
They stood on the patio and said nothing for a second, Bart holding the bakery box and
Cory holding the flower pot. Then Ian noticed that his father was there, and they were
saved from that strangely awkward moment.
“Dad! Henry found the BIGGEST WORM EVER! Come see!”
Bart and Cory laughed, their eyes meeting with the same look. “I’ll go in and get drinks.
After you examine Wormzilla, would you get them in to wash up?”
“You got it.” He set the box on the table and went to the boys.
Cory took her new flowers into the house. Before she put a tray of milk and coffee
together, she went out to the front porch and set the pot in amongst the others. The
hyacinths were a good addition.
They filled her porch out nicely.
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PART SIX
The Next Summer
15
“IAN! NO!” Bart made his way over the rocks and grabbed his son by the arm. “What the
hell are you doing? What did I tell you?”
Trying to twist his arm free of his father’s grip, Ian shoved an angry finger in the
direction he’d been headed. “Those kids are doing it!”
“Those kids aren’t my kids, and I don’t give a shit what they do. YOU are not jumping
off this goddamn rock! That’s warning number two, bud. Number three and you go over
with Deck and Aunt Cory. You clear on that?”
“Whatever,” he sneered, filling the syllables with contempt.
Bart leaned in close, face to face with him. “You want to try that again, son?”
Ian blinked. He knew that he’d found the line when his father demanded a ‘yes sir.’
“Yes, sir.”
Bart relented a little. He’d never been to Johnson’s Shut-Ins when he was a kid; he hadn’t
lived in Missouri then. But he’d been several times as Horde. He knew the fun here, and
he knew the danger. And he remembered the daredevil urge of youth.
“It’s dangerous, son. You saw all the signs. People who don’t take care get hurt here.
Those kids are not being smart.”
Ian nodded, his rebellion quashed. Bart let him go and led him back to safety, where
Loki, Henry, and Joey stood in a row, three sets of eyes wide.
“Told ya,” Loki muttered.
“Shut up, asshole,” Ian snapped back. “Least I’m not chicken.”
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With a secret smirk, Bart let the boys hash out their differences on their own. He headed
to the bank, where the Horde had set up a sizable little camp for the day in one of the few
areas that came close to a ‘beach.’
Lexi sat in a little beach chair, reading. She wore a floppy pink hat, big sunglasses, and a
cover-up over her one-piece bathing suit. She took her sun protection seriously. And
good thing, too—she was fair like her mother, and the summer sun could catch you
suddenly out here, among all the trees, cooking up your skin like a lobster in a pot before
you even felt the heat.
Gia lay next to her, stretched out on her back on a blanket, wearing a black bikini and a
sheen of lotion. She had a golden tan, not too dark but definitely some color. Her
mother’s Italian blood, Bart guessed.
He was surprised Isaac had allowed her to be out here in that little suit, with all the Horde
men and all the other people who’d come out to the Shut-Ins on this gorgeous July day.
At sixteen, Gia had…matured. And Isaac had kept watchful, unhappy eyes on her all day.
Bart figured he’d caved under female pressure. Tough, stubborn fucker that he was, Isaac
had met his match with Lilli, and Gia had her mother’s iron will. Bart could only imagine
what it would be like to try to withstand the pressure of both of them exerting their wills
in the same direction.
Of course, none of the Horde, not even the younger guys, would be stupid enough to let
the eyes linger on Isaac Lunden’s only daughter. But there were a lot of young guys,
strangers, out here, and as far as Bart could tell, every damn one of them had taken their
eyeful.
The good money said that Isaac was going to pummel one of those kids before the end of
the day. Or at least threaten to.
“You ladies having a good time?” Bart asked as he sat down next to Lexi.
Gia lifted her head, shielding her eyes. “Yep,” she said and dropped right back down.
Lexi turned her book over. She was reading one of the old Chincoteague books she’d
found at the library. A whole series of books about horses. Her summer reading was set.
“The water is pretty fast in places. And the rocks are slippery.”
Lexi’s limp was as good as it was going to be. After two years, that had become apparent.
It wasn’t bad—barely noticeable when she walked at a normal pace—and it didn’t limit
her much. She’d never be the ballerina she’d once wanted to be, but she could enjoy lots
of different dance classes. She’d never do the fancy riding that Gia did and compete for
ribbons, but she could ride Cinnamon all over the trails, and she could canter and gallop
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and feel happy and free. She’d never run gracefully or quickly, but she’d take her time
and enjoy the journey.
The Shut-Ins scared her, though. With each warning sign they’d passed on the walk from
the parking lot, she’d gotten more anxious. They’d passed one sign, blocking off a steep,
narrow path to the water, that had proclaimed EXTREME DANGER, and Bart had
thought he was going to have to turn around and drive her all the way back to Signal
Bend.
He’d talked her into at least enjoying the view and the company and maybe getting her
feet wet in the shallows.
“Sorry, baby princess. But it’s nice to sit here in the fresh air, right? And it’s pretty, too.”
“It’s nice, Daddy. I took pictures so I could try to draw it later. I’m just worried. Ian
keeps jumping in. You’re not supposed to jump in. All the signs say so.”
“I talked to him. He’ll be careful.”
His twelve-year-old daughter gave him the long-suffering look of a woman who had
learned that men were a lost cause.
Bart laughed and kissed her cheek. “All the uncles are watching, and the aunts, too. He’s
safe. You’re safe. I promise.”
Lexi looked around. Bart followed her gaze. Few of the Horde had their kuttes on; except
for Isaac, Show, and Badger, the rest of them, including Bart, were bare-chested, in
swimming trunks, board shorts, or cutoffs. But they were all obvious nonetheless. They
all bore Horde ink, among vast canvases of body art. Most were bearded, and several had
long ponytails. Stark naked or dressed to ride, they looked like bikers, and they all
watched out for their own like bikers
And that made their family safe, from the wrong kind of attention or from the wrong kind
of nature. The Horde paid attention.
Bart reached back and grabbed his backpack, pulling it forward so he could lean his
elbow on it. The little bit of beach was made of pebbles, some of which were more like
boulders, and after a while it got hard on his forty-five-year-old bones.
His eyes sought and found Ian, who had taken that second warning seriously. He and the
other boys were playing around in a shallower pool. While Bart watched, he saw his son
cast longing eyes toward the teenagers, but he stayed in his lane.
Satisfied, Bart turned the other direction. Most of the old ladies stood in the shallow
water with the little ones. Bo was over there, too, crouching in the water, searching for
rocks to add to his collection.
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Deck was helping him. Every now and then, he’d plunge his hands into the water and
show Bo what he’d brought up. Bo studied each one carefully. Sometimes, he took what
Deck offered, and sometimes he shook his head and said something, and Deck would
drop the rock back and begin a new search.
Cory was a couple of feet away, with Adrienne, Shannon, and Candy.
She wore a blue, one-piece bathing suit. It was plain, but the middle of it was made of
some kind of mesh, like it connected the parts of a bikini. It was modest and sexy at the
same time. Her hair was up in some kind of messy bun thing. He’d never seen her hair up
before. She had a long, graceful neck.
She was a few years older than he was, but she looked ten years younger. Only a strand
or two of grey tinseled her hair, and her body was firm and sleek. A little on the thin side,
but shapely.
Desire stirred Bart’s body, and he looked away, focusing again on Ian before he had a
hard-on while he sat next to his daughter. Jesus.
Something was happening, and he didn’t know what to make of it. Over the past few
months, Cory had slid into his thoughts, into his feelings.
She’d been in his thoughts for as long as he’d been back in Signal Bend, honestly. She’d
been so much a part of the kids’ lives, of his life, so much a help and a support, that at
least half the time he thought about Lexi, Ian, or Deck, he thought about Cory, too. And
Loki—he’d see something or read about something, and he’d tell himself to remember to
tell Loke about it, just like he did for his own kids. The two families had woven together.
But Riley had been dead only two years.
Was it ‘only’? He still thought of her every day. He still missed her. He still loved her,
would always love her. Yet the ache of losing her had eased; the wound was a scar now,
and he had learned how to enjoy his life again, how to fill it up and find happiness.
Cory had helped him do that. More than anyone else, Cory had been there as he’d needed
someone to be there. A quiet, constant presence, expecting nothing, understanding
everything.
Lately, he’d sought out excuses to touch her, to get close enough to take her scent into his
head. When they’d danced at Nolan and Iris’s wedding, he’d wanted to pull her close, to
feel her body against his. He’d chalked it up to the romance of the day, the music and the
lights, the loving couples all around them, the sweet, strong vulnerability in the song
she’d sung in her gentle alto. The loneliness he’d felt amidst all the love around them.
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But those feelings hadn’t gone away after the wedding. They were building on each
other. Growing.
God. Was he a bastard for wanting someone again? Was he being unfaithful to Riley’s
memory to dream about another woman, two years after her death?
By the measure of the woman he wanted, absolutely. Havoc had died almost twelve years
ago, and Cory still wore his rings.
She’d been alone for all those years. She’d told him she’d never had a date or wanted
one, but she hadn’t had to tell him—her widowhood was a quiet legend within the Horde.
She was honored for it, revered for it. Tommy and Cox, the only members who had ever
made any move on her at all, had not pressed more than once.
Bart could be all the bastard he wanted to be, he supposed, and let the guilt and need fight
it out in his gut. Because Cory was Havoc’s woman, still to this day.
He watched her bend over to look at something Deck was showing her. She studied it,
then nodded, and Deck swung his arm back and hurled whatever it was into the water.
His feet slipped on the slick rocks, and he almost fell face-first, but Cory grabbed the
straps of his bright yellow life vest and held him aloft a few inches above the surface. She
swung him gently, turning the near-fall into a game.
Bart could hear his son’s laughter from the beach. When Cory set him back, he threw his
arms around her legs, and she leaned down and hugged him back.
Fuck. They were already a family. She was already the mother Deck wanted her to be.
And Bart wanted her. He shouldn’t. It hadn’t been enough time. Two years had happened
in a blink. She still loved Havoc. He still loved Riley. He would never stop loving Riley.
Jesus, the mere thought of it stopped his heart.
But he thought he might be falling in love again.
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16
Cory tied off the end of the braid. “Okay. How’s that?”
Lexi held up the hand mirror and turned her back to the mirror above the bathroom
counter. “That’s perfect! Thank you!” She shook her head, and the blonde fishtail swung
on her back.
“Will you help me put on some makeup, too?” Lexi dropped her voice to ask the
question.
Closing up the box of hair elastics, Cory stopped and cocked her eyebrow. “As I recall,
you asked your father about makeup, and he had a very specific answer. I’m trying to
remember the words he used…hmm…I almost have it…”
Lexi sighed with her whole body and set the hand mirror down. “No makeup until I’m
fifty. But that’s just dumb. That’s so dumb it doesn’t even count as a no.”
“You think? You want to take that conclusion out for a spin and see how far you get?”
“But if you say it’s okay, I know he’ll change his mind. He listens to you.”
“On this point, I think it’s better to ask for permission than for forgiveness. Okay?
Twelve is pretty young to start wearing makeup. Soon enough, it’ll be a chore you have
to do.”
Cory wore very little makeup usually. Unless she was going to be on stage, she stuck to
mascara and maybe some under-eye concealer. She’d never perfected the art of doing
really good makeup, so Lexi would be better served looking for a different tutor. Like
Shannon. Or Iris.
“But Kayla and Becca got to get makeup of their own for back-to-school. They even got
makeovers.”
“Lex.” Cory shifted to stand behind her and point her at the bathroom mirror. “Look at
your reflection for a minute. A makeover is the last thing in the world you need. You are
gorgeous. I don’t mean that like somebody who loves you seeing you through that love. I
mean you are objectively gorgeous. I know women who pay hundreds of dollars to get
their hair even close to the color of your hair. You have big, beautiful hazel eyes. Your
skin is so perfect it almost glows. Makeup will cover that all up. And more important
than all of that is what’s inside you. You are a smart, kind, compassionate young woman,
and that shines through those beautiful eyes and that flawless skin and that sweet smile.
You are your mother’s daughter. Why put layers up between you and the world?”
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Lexi’s expression had grown serious while Cory had spoken. “You didn’t know my
mother.”
“You’re right. I never got the chance to get to know her while she was alive. But I know
her in the stories your father tells about her. I know her in the things you say about her. I
know her in you, and in Ian and Deck. You keep her alive and let the world know her.”
Lexi spun around and clutched Cory’s waist. She began to cry, and Cory held her tightly,
fighting tears of her own, until she stopped.
“I’m sorry, sweetie. I didn’t mean to make you sad.”
“You didn’t. Not really. It’s weird. I feel sad and happy at the same time.”
“That’s not weird at all. I know that feeling.” Cory smiled and wiped Lexi’s tears away
with her thumbs. “And you know what? If you’d put makeup on, you’d be all smeary
right now.”
“You too,” Lexi pointed out, using a fingertip to catch an escaped teardrop from Cory’s
cheek.
“Me too. So, are you ready for your first day of junior high?”
“I’m worried. I heard the eighth-graders are mean to the seventh-graders.”
“Honey, there are mean kids in every grade. But you are a Horde daughter, so don’t you
worry. And Loke will be right there with you.”
~oOo~
She’d brushed aside Lexi’s worries about mean kids, but Cory was worried, too. This was
the first year that Loki and Lexi would ride the ‘big kid’ bus, for the junior and senior
high, and they’d be the youngest ones on it.
Gia would be on that bus, too, and nobody messed with Gia, or at least not more than
once, so Cory shouldn’t have been worried.
But still, she dropped the kids off at the bus stop, then parked around the corner,
hopefully out of sight, and watched. Even knowing that every kid at that stop knew who
Lexi and Loki were and would never pick on them, Cory needed to see it for herself.
Lexi liked clothes—a lot—and she liked to be put together, so she stood out a bit from
the crowd, the rest of whom, male and female, were dressed in jeans or shorts and t-
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shirts. But Lex wore a brown pencil skirt and a pair of tall brown boots, with a crisp pink
blouse. Her backpack was leather, and she carried a little purse hooked over her arm.
She was gorgeous, but different. Different in junior high was problematic.
Loki stood at her side—sheesh, he was tall. When had he gotten so tall?—and Cory
thought that he stood between her and the other kids, almost protectively.
Gia wasn’t there yet. Cory checked the time—the bus was due in minutes.
Fifteen seconds after she’d made that mental note, Lilli came roaring up to the bus stop in
her SUV. Gia was in the passenger seat. Cory saw Gia’s window go down, and Lilli lean
over. She said something, and Lexi and Loki turned to each other. Loki shrugged, and
then they went to the back door and climbed in behind Lilli and Gia.
Apparently, Lilli was giving them all a ride to school. Cory glanced at her phone, sitting
silently in the console. A phone call would have been nice.
She watched as Lilli made a U-turn in the road and headed away, out of town, toward the
school campus. Cory assumed. She had to assume, because Lilli hadn’t called first.
The bus trundled up a minute or two later, and Cory watched as the other kids boarded.
Her phone still hadn’t rung. Loki and Lexi weren’t calling, either. She supposed she
could call them, or Lilli, but she was too mad. For all Lilli knew, Cory had no idea where
her kids really were.
Cory slammed the brakes on her thoughts. Her kids?
No—her kid, and Bart’s kid. She had to watch that shit.
But she was still mad. Bart had charge of Deck and Ian, getting them to the grade school
bus. She didn’t want to cause a scene in front of the boys, but she wanted Bart to be as
mad as she was.
Dammit, Lilli! Not everything you do is right!
Cory revved the engine and pulled onto the road. Bart started the mornings off at home,
doing admin stuff for the repair shop. She’d wait for him to get back from the bus stop,
and then they’d talk about what to say to Lilli.
~oOo~
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She was pacing his kitchen when he got back. Demi was pacing with her, seeming to
think they were playing some kind of game she didn’t understand the rules of yet.
He came in and tossed his keys in the bowl on the counter where he kept keys and loose
change. “Hey. I thought you were working on inventory this morning.”
She’d been preparing her rant, and his statement derailed her for a minute. “I am—I
mean, I will be. I need to. I need to talk to you first.”
He frowned. “What’s wrong?”
“Lilli! Lilli’s wrong! She just picked up our kids like it was okay and took them from the
bus stop!”
The frown deepened and became confusion. “So?”
Was he seriously that thick? “So? So? A phone call would have been nice. Asking would
have been nice.”
“She did ask. I said it was cool. I thought the kids would be glad not to ride the bus.”
That derailed her completely. “She asked? When?”
“This morning. She texted.” He pulled his phone from his pocket, tapped around on it,
and held it out to her.
She took it and read the messages on the screen.
Driving G to school. I’ll swing by the stop and get L&L, too, k?
Sure—that’s great. Thanks!
Cool. Tell C for me?
K
In the midst of that alphabet soup, Cory saw reason to focus her anger elsewhere. She
turned the phone around and held it out to Bart, gripping it so he could read the screen.
It took him a second, but he got it. “Shit. I’m sorry. The boys were bickering, and I got
distracted.” He took his phone back and shoved it into his pocket.
But Cory wasn’t done. “Great. What if I hadn’t seen her take them? What if I’d thought
they were on the bus? What if…” She didn’t know any more what ifs. She was losing the
sense of her anger, but not the anger itself. It had been a long time, years and years, since
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she had been this entirely furious at another person, since she’d felt this nearly
overwhelming impulse to do violence, to hit or kick or throw or do something.
Trying to keep that impulse at bay, she let off some pressure with an inarticulate howl
and stomped her foot.
Great, Corinne. Real adult-type behavior there. She tried to take a breath and calm down.
And then Bart laughed, and she did hit him. She slammed her hands into his chest as hard
as she could and shouted “Fuck you!”
Never having done anything like that to Bart, Cory had no expectation of his reaction.
What he did was grab her arms and push her to the wall.
“You need to calm down. I don’t have any fucking clue why you’re so pissed off. I’m
sorry I didn’t text you the very second I had something to tell you. But so what if Lilli
took the kids? Everybody in this family is up in everybody else’s business all the time.
We swap kids around on the regular. What the fuck are you so wound up about?”
She had no idea. The sense in her outrage had left long ago, and now, in the shadow of
Bart’s words, the outrage itself crept away. Why had she gotten so mad? Was she
hormonal? While Bart stared, holding her to the wall, she did a quick mental calendar
check. Maybe. But there was no way she was going to use that as an excuse. Sorry, dear.
I’m not crazy, I’m PMSing.
The thought of saying those words in the voice she’d heard in her head struck Cory as
hilarious, and her answer to Bart’s challenge was a snort of laughter.
Surprised, he eased the pressure on her arms, but he didn’t let her go. A hint of a smile
tilted his mouth up. “I think you’ve actually lost your mind.”
She laughed harder at that, and now she was caught in the giggles. She shook her head
and tried to speak, “No…I…no…” It was hopeless. So she gave in and let the hilarity
have her.
And then Bart’s mouth covered hers, and laughter and breath both stopped at once.
He didn’t devour her or shove his tongue down her throat. He kissed her, lingering a
moment, then pulling back just an inch. Like he’d requested an invitation. Almost
immediately, though, he came back in, and this time, his tongue brushed over her lips.
She had not felt a man’s mouth on hers since the day she’d kissed Havoc goodbye for the
last time. Before she could think about what was happening, Cory opened her mouth. A
moan escaped, passing Bart’s tongue on the way out.
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Oh, it felt good. Oh God, how good it felt—the zing of her nerves, the tingle in her belly,
the way her knees shook. Her body came to life and embraced it all. She touched her
tongue to his, and he groaned and let her arms go. His hands cupped the sides of her face,
his fingers threading into her hair and holding her tightly.
Locking all thoughts in the back of her brain and letting feeling and sensation have a
dance party instead, Cory slid her arms around Bart’s waist and held him close. He
grunted again—and the kiss stopped being gentle. It became desperate. He leaned into
her body, pushed his leg between hers. She felt his erection against her hip.
She wanted him. God, how she wanted him. She wanted to be naked with him, to feel his
body on hers, inside hers. She loved him, and she wanted him so fucking much.
Shit, oh shit, oh shit. It was too much! This was too much! Too many feelings, too long
dormant. Cory’s head spun, and her stomach cramped. She was going to be sick.
Hav, oh Hav. Don’t go.
She pushed Bart away with a gasping cry and slammed her hands over her mouth.
Unable to face him, she stared at their boots and at the floor. Demi was there, watching
them.
“Fuck. Jesus. Oh, Cor.” Each short sentence came out on a burst of an exhale.
Afraid of what might happen if she uncovered her mouth, Cory simply shook her head,
still staring at the wooden slats of Bart’s kitchen floor.
He reached out and touched her arm. She flinched away—not because she was angry at
him, but because she couldn’t bear the thought of any more sensation. Of any kind.
“I’m so sorry,” he breathed.
She shook her head again. Then, knowing that she couldn’t speak to him, couldn’t even
meet his eyes, Cory turned and fled his house.
He called after her, but she didn’t look back.
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PART SEVEN
A New Season
17
Labor Day was one of the few holidays that Signal Bend didn’t celebrate with some big
town do. They had the Harvest Festival toward the end of the month, so Labor Day was
left on its own.
At least officially.
But the Horde got together and barbecued, and they took all comers, so it ended up being
a town party by default. No decorations, no parade, booths or rides, no games but
horseshoes outside and pool inside, no live music other than the kind that sprang up when
somebody brought out a guitar or harmonica—just a lot of friends and family hanging out
at the clubhouse.
Bart leaned back against the edge of the picnic table and finished off his beer. As he sat
the empty on the table behind him, he balanced the pros and cons of going inside for a
bottle of Jack. He’d been trying to stick to beer for the past few months, because he’d
been hitting the Jack too hard for too long. Lately, though, beer had not been getting the
job done.
Len and Saxon were sitting at the table with him, but he’d lost the thread of their
conversation. He attention was focused on the other side of the compound, across the
gravel parking lot, where he watched Nolan get out of the driver’s side of Iris’s truck. It
was rare for Nolan to drive a cage on a warm day, even when he had Iris with him.
When Loki got out of the cab behind Nolan, Bart understood.
Loki had caught a ride to the party with his big brother and sister-in-law.
Which very likely meant that Cory wasn’t coming to the party at all.
Goddammit.
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Almost two weeks had gone by since he’d kissed her, and she was still avoiding him.
She was good at it, too. As far as he could tell, no one else had noticed. Not even their
kids. She was there for them all just as she always had been, and he saw her almost every
day as she did all the things with the kids that she always had.
But he didn’t think she’d looked him in the eyes even once in almost two weeks, and she
had done some kind of acrobatic maneuvering so that they’d never been alone together
for even two minutes.
He’d tried to call, but she wouldn’t pick up. Instead, she’d return his call with a text
checking on the kids. If he texted her, she’d only respond to topics about the kids and
ignore anything else. He’d texted I’m sorry. He’d texted Please talk to me. He’d texted I
don’t know what happened.
None of those, or any of his voice mails, had been acknowledged.
In a way, he supposed, it was good she hadn’t. Because except for his pleas for her to talk
to him again, he’d been lying. He did know what had happened, and he wasn’t sorry.
He’d kissed her. Because he’d wanted to. Because she’d been so fucking beautiful and
sweet, her color high and her chest heaving with some kind of irrational rage. Because
he’d wanted her. Because he’d been thinking about kissing her for weeks, and then he’d
had her against the wall like that, and he couldn’t help himself anymore.
He wasn’t sorry. He was sorry that she was upset, but he didn’t regret that kiss. It played
on a loop in his head and made him want her more.
She’d responded. For a few seconds, she’d melted into him and met his need with her
own. It had been a long time since he’d had to read somebody else’s signs, but Cory’s
signs had been flashing neon for those few seconds. She’d been right there with him, in
that moment.
And it had been breathtaking. Heart-stopping. Soul-healing.
Until she’d pushed him away and run.
Since he’d kissed her, his fretful doubt about whether he was dishonoring Riley to want
Cory had settled. That kiss and his own reactions to it had felt right, natural. Logical,
even. They were already a family. Cory had made them whole again. She’d made him
whole again. Riley would always be with him, in his heart and his mind. But he and their
kids had life yet before them, and they couldn’t live their future in the halftone of grief.
Yet he was sorry. Cory was Havoc’s woman, and she’d been a widow for—it would be
twelve years later this month. She’d been living that grey kind of life all those years,
growing comfortable in it. Of course he’d upset her, and he understood exactly how. But
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she wouldn’t talk to him, and it was becoming clear with each day that rolled by that he’d
broken something important, something crucial, by crossing that line.
Now, people were going to start to notice. If she was avoiding family gatherings to avoid
him…
No. This was bullshit.
Lilli had had his kids overnight because he’d come in late last night from a protection
run, and she was going to truck them home after the party.
He found her inside and told her he had an errand to run. When she agreed to keep an eye
on his kids, Bart went back out, got on his bike, and went to make things right.
~oOo~
He didn’t knock; he hadn’t knocked on her door in well over a year. When he tried the
knob, though, it was locked.
Finding his way blocked, he stood at the door like an asshole. Nobody locked their doors
around here. Maybe if they were going out of town. He turned and stared at her SUV in
the driveway. She was home, and her door was locked.
Against him? Specifically?
Well, fuck that.
Rather than pound on her locked door, Bart jumped off her front porch, catching sight of
the purple flowers he’d given her in the spring, and stalked around the side of her house,
to the back. He crossed her patio and tried her back door.
That one was open. So he went in.
Thor groaned to his feet and came over, tail wagging creakily, for a pat. “Hey, old man.
Where’s your mom?”
Cory came into the kitchen from the hall. She stood in the doorway, her mouth open and
her eyes wide. She said nothing.
“Talk to me, Cor. Please.” He took a step toward her, and she took a step back. A
shimmer of anger passed through his head. She couldn’t keep running forever. They
shared a family. They shared…shit, they shared everything. They were in each other’s
life, and that wasn’t going to change.
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He gripped the edge of her peninsula countertop and kept himself calm and steady.
“Cory. We have to talk. We have to work this out. I obviously crossed a line, and I’m
sorry. You’re my best friend. If that’s what we are, then that’s what we’ll be. If you don’t
want…” The word that belonged there was me, but he faltered at making such a
statement. “I won’t do it again.”
She crossed her arms around her middle. “Why did you do it?”
The reply I don’t know was on his tongue instantly, but he stopped. He did know. Would
it make the rift between them even wider if he gave her the honest truth?
Or would the truth bring them back together? Would it bring them closer?
“Because I’m in love with you.”
She gasped and stepped back—no, she tripped back, banging into the hallway wall
behind her, and then she turned and hurried down the hall, away from him. Running.
“Cory, no.”
He nearly vaulted around the end of the counter and ran after her, catching up just as she
got to her bedroom and turned to close herself in. He slammed his hands on the door
before she could close it, and he shoved hard, forcing her to release the door and hop
back to keep her feet.
“You can’t run from this,” he insisted as she kept moving backward. Finally, she bumped
up against her dresser and could run no more.
Again, she wrapped her arms around herself. She was wearing a thin, stretched-out white
t-shirt and a pair of black leggings. Under the t-shirt he could see a blue beater. No bra.
The way she hugged herself brought her cleavage into brilliant relief inside the v-neck of
her t-shirt.
“If you don’t feel anything for me”—he knew that wasn’t fucking true; he’d felt it in her
kiss—“then I’m not going to push. I’ve had a lot of practice living without what I want.
But we need to talk. We need to be okay with each other again. There are more people
than you and me involved here.”
Finally, she met his eyes straight on. For the first time since he’d kissed her. “I don’t
know how.”
His heart sank, but he took a couple more steps and reached to touch her arm. She didn’t
cower from him, and he brushed his fingers over her bare skin.
He wanted her to say everything plainly. “Don’t know how to do what?”
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“I don’t know where to put”—she sucked in a stuttering breath—“Hav.” She bit down on
her trembling bottom lip and looked away from him again.
Bart caught her chin and lifted until her eyes came to his again. “Do you feel like I feel?
Do you…want me?” He’d wanted to ask if she loved him, but he felt instinctively that
she wasn’t ready to make that leap, no matter how she actually felt.
And he was right. “It’s not that easy,” she said, both answering and evading his question.
“It is. My love for Riley is still with me. I treasure every memory of my life with her. But
what I feel for you—that’s love, too. And desire. I want to be with you. I want to make
new memories with you. You and me and our kids.”
She shook her head as it still rested on his hand.
“You don’t want that?” he asked, girding himself for her answer.
When she lifted her head away from his touch and walked to the window, he didn’t
follow. He gave her the space she wanted, and he waited for her to say something.
Standing at the window, looking out on her little orchard, she finally said, “I don’t have
what you have. I lost Hav before we had time to make a life full of memories, and I’ve
been on my own for a long time now. I have to work hard to keep the memories I have.
The thought that I might lose even a second…”
She drifted off. Bart waited to see if she’d say more. When she didn’t, he went to her. He
stood behind her but kept his hands to himself. “What do you feel for me, Cor?”
“I love you.” It was barely a whisper, and she bowed her head. “I’m in love with you.”
Those words should have lightened his heart, but her unhappiness at uttering them filled
the air and pressed down on them both. He set his hands on her hips and tried to pull her
closer, but she went stiff and resisted, shaking her head again.
They were so close to closing the gap that had split open between them. They were so
close to knowing hope again. But he was asking her to shake off the yoke of loss she’d
worn for more than a decade, and she’d forgotten how to live without that burden.
This wasn’t something they could talk away. He should leave, let her be quiet and work
out her thoughts. But he couldn’t go.
He had hope in his hands again, and he couldn’t let it go.
The idea of working out her thoughts caught a spark in his mind. Before he could secondguess the impulse, he bent to kiss the side of her head, just above her ear, and asked,
“Will you ride with me?”
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She flinched subtly, as if he’d startled her out of a daydream, and turned her head. A wet
trail moved down her cheek. Her blue eyes met his, and she studied him.
Then she nodded.
~oOo~
She changed into jeans and boots, and she pulled her helmet out of a closet. It was a
pretty little thing, black with a dainty silver pattern scrolled over it.
Riley had liked a feminine helmet, too. Hers had been white with a black pattern of
tropical flowers. It was white—Bart still had it. He’d kept it for Lexi, in case she might
want it some day.
Unlike Southern California, it didn’t take long to get away from people out here in rural
Missouri, where you were hardly around people when you started. But Bart rode until he
felt like he could stop. He rode until he felt that Cory was with him.
She’d started out the ride sitting stiffly behind him, her hands on his hips. She moved
well with him through turns, but she wasn’t really riding with him, not like he’d wanted.
Not like they were together.
He hoped she was back there thinking, working things out. If she was, and she relaxed on
this ride, then maybe they could try to talk again.
After about forty-five minutes, on a straightaway down an empty state road, her hands
shifted forward from his hips and linked across his belly, resting at his belt buckle. The
move brought her body snugly to his back, and Bart felt her lay the side of her head on
the back of his shoulder.
Another ten minutes, and he set his hand over hers and squeezed. She didn’t flinch away.
Twenty minutes later, they went through a little one-crossroads town with a walk-up malt
shop. It was open; an ancient station wagon and a newish pickup were parked in the lot.
A small cluster of teens dressed for a day at the river was gathered between them. Off to
the side, a couple of round picnic tables with sun umbrellas sat, ignored.
Bart swung his Night Rod in and parked near the tables. All the kids watched him, their
heads on swivels, taking in his bike, his kutte, his ink. His woman.
Cory sat upright. “Why’d we stop?”
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“Thirsty.” He held out his arm, and she gripped it as she swung off his bike. “What d’you
want?”
As he dismounted and shed his helmet, setting it on the handlebars, Cory squinted up at
the menu painted on the side of the building.
She looked back at him with a grin and unbuckled her helmet. “I think I want a root beer
float. I haven’t had one in years.”
“Then you will have one.” He took her helmet, set it on his bike, then held out his hand to
her.
She took it.
It should have been a nothing gesture. He’d taken her hand for one reason or another
many times since he’d been back in Signal Bend. But this time, in this moment, it
stopped Bart in his tracks.
He stared at their hands. When he looked up, she was staring at him.
“Cory, let me kiss you.”
She remained still and silent, searching his eyes.
“You don’t have to put him anywhere. I love him, too. I love him more knowing who he
was for you. And my memories of Riley are beautiful and vivid because I can share them
with you. Can’t we love who we had, what we had, and love each other, too?”
“Can we?”
“Can’t we try? Riley would want me and our kids to be whole. I know that. It’s like I can
feel her pushing me to this. To you.”
Cory laughed, a sharp bark of a sound. “Hav would bash your face in for kissing me.”
He echoed her laugh. “Yeah, probably.” He reached out and caught her other hand. “But
he loved you. If he saw how you’ve spent these last twelve years, do you honestly think
he’d want you to spend the next thirty or forty or fifty the same way?”
When he tugged on her hands, wanting to draw her forward, she came. He wanted that
frightened, raw look gone from her eyes.
“Let me kiss you, Cor.”
“Bart…I’m…”
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He let go of her hands and closed her in his arms, and she didn’t fight him. He leaned
down, his mouth inches from hers. “I know you’ll always love Hav. I know. But if you
love me, let me kiss you.”
Her resistance receded, the doubtful light in her eyes became warm and intent, and her
body went soft, forming to his. When his lips touched hers, she whimpered and opened
her mouth.
Need spiraled through his blood and made him hard, but he kept the kiss soft this time,
focused on her, wanting her to stay in the moment with him, to feel him, only him.
Fuck, he sure felt her—the soft pillow of her bottom lip between his lips, the sleek velvet
of her tongue against his, the faint scent of her lotion like a caress over his brain. Her tiny
moans and panting breaths circling his ears, brushing his cheek. Her arms over his
shoulders, her hands in his hair.
Her body, soft and warm and moving with his, formed to his, surrendered to his.
She broke away with a gasp, but this time, she didn’t push him back or look away. She
opened her eyes and held with his.
“I need…” She faded out without finishing, but still she didn’t look away.
“Anything,” he promised.
“I need…to go slow. I need to remember how to feel all this. If everything happens too
fast, I don’t think I can take it.”
Bart’s cock had spent the past couple of minutes reminding him where he could get
condoms on the way home, but slow was good for him, too. He had decided to allow
himself these feelings, and he believed that Riley would want this for him, but not all his
guilt and conflict had been entirely resolved.
The kids, for instance. They loved Aunt Cory, and Deck wanted her for his mom. But
how would they feel if the strange little family they’d built became the real thing? How
would all of their family, the club, react if Cory finally set aside her widow’s weeds?
He cleared his throat and took one step back, so his hard-on was no longer in contact with
her body. “Slow is good. We’ll go as slow as you want.”
She smiled, and for that one moment, relief brought down all of her guards, her guilt, her
fear, the shell she’d built around herself. The look in her eyes was wide open and full of
love, and Bart saw what he could have with her. When she was ready.
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They had their ice cream drinks, and they rode home. Bart came into her house with her,
but no farther than her entryway. Though it took all he had to tear himself away, he left
her there with another kiss.
As slow as she wanted. As slow as they needed.
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18
The Horde had gotten most of the last festival-goers to move their party to Tuck’s, and
the town park was nearly empty, except for the people closing up their booths and Saxon,
Darwin, Mel, and Thumper, who were staying on site, making sure the vendors didn’t get
hassled.
Of all the Signal Bend events, the Harvest Festival was the one most likely to go off the
rails. Maybe because it was the last hurrah before the cold weather, but people drank
more here than at any other fair, festival, or whatever else Lilli and the other town leaders
called these town parties.
The Valhalla booth turned a nice profit every September. Cory showcased a selection of
red wines, as well as a few whites for the people who liked but didn’t really get into wine.
They did free tastings and sold by the bottle and the case. She had a booth at most of the
events, and it was always worth the hassle, but wine really moved at the Harvest.
So she was partially responsible for the drunks who’d been reeling around the town
square.
The Horde did a good job, though, of encouraging people with kids to wrap up their day
before the drunks outnumbered the families. Their own kids, too. This time, Shannon had
the older kids, and Adrienne and Iris had the younger ones.
Cory usually let her staff run the booth in the closing hours, but this year, without any
kids to keep track of, she’d taken the last shift, with Joel and Duncan helping her out.
They’d already packed up the remaining inventory and were striking the booth.
As she folded up the vinyl banner that served as the Valhalla sign, Bart walked up. He’d
been patrolling the town, making sure the drunks stayed orderly and the traffic stayed
moving. If he was back at the site, then either there was trouble, or they were past the
chance for it.
He smiled as he approached, and he was alone, so it must have been the second. Good.
This had been a peaceful Harvest Festival.
She turned to Joel. “You guys good from here?”
Joel was her assistant manager by title, but for all intents and purposes, he was the true
manager, handling the bulk of the daily operations. Over the years she’d run the bar, Cory
had become an expert in wine, so she did the ordering and handled the vendor
relationships, which occasionally meant some travel, but on average, she put in about
twenty-five hours a week to Joel’s forty-five.
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The perks of being the boss with an ownership stake.
“Yeah, boss,” Joel answered. “We’ll unload and lock up the till. Good day today.”
“It was. ‘Night, Joel.”
With a nod, Joel went to help Duncan load the last piece of the booth, and Cory turned
and watched Bart walk toward her.
They’d taken their ride three weeks before. In those three weeks, nothing noticeable had
changed between them, but everything was different.
She still helped him with the kids, and they all still shared meals just as before. They saw
each other just as often, and were alone together no more often, than had become usual
for the past two years.
But they touched each other differently now, and when they were alone, their talk was
more intimate.
And there were quiet kisses in those moments alone.
That was it—just kisses. She didn’t want more.
Honestly, she wanted a lot more. She wanted everything. But every kiss made her feel
like her heart was going to explode, and every night she cried herself to sleep, trying to
sort out all these new feelings and find a place for them in her mind that wouldn’t push
Havoc out.
Coming back to life hurt.
“Hey,” he said with a smile as he reached her. “You’re all packed up.”
“Yeah.” She turned and watched Duncan close the back of the truck, then turned back to
Bart. “You done, too?”
He nodded. “Everything’s smooth this year.”
Just then, the Festival lights went out, and for a moment, the dark was almost complete.
Cory felt Bart’s fingers brush her hand.
They’d told no one, not a soul, that anything had changed between them. Cory didn’t
want anyone to know yet, not while she was trying to figure it out for herself. Keeping a
secret in this town was nearly impossible, but she had to try.
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Cory was Havoc’s Widow—she knew it was practically a title because people treated her
like it was—and the last thing she needed was to have the town’s condemnation, or even
its approval, while she felt so anxious and uncertain herself.
Bart brushed her fingers but didn’t take her hand. When her eyes adjusted to the dimmer,
more natural light, she saw that he’d moved closer.
“I want you to come home with me tonight.”
That was a big leap from stolen kisses and intimate talk. A leap she wanted to take—her
heart danced in her chest at the sound of those quiet, husky words and the shine of his
eyes as he’d said them.
But when she opened her mouth to say yes, what came out instead was his name.
“Bart…”
“Deck is at Badge’s. I know Loki’s at Show’s with Lex and Ian. Cor, come home with
me. Just to spend some time together. That’s all.”
She wanted more than that. She wanted everything. But she was entirely terrified. How
would their kids feel about this? Ian had been so hostile to the idea of anyone standing in
his mother’s place. They’d gotten past that, and she and he were close, but how would he
feel if he knew how close she was to his father? Would Lexi feel betrayed? What would
Loki think? Or Nolan, who’d warned her not to get too close—what would he say?
And the Horde—how would they feel? What would they do? Would the town be
scandalized? Would they drag their kids through the muck of gossip?
And more—there, under the surface of her rioting fears, was Havoc. He’d been a jealous,
possessive man. Rough and demanding, in mostly all the right ways. He’d loved her with
an almost feral intensity. She couldn’t imagine him ever having had the thought that if
something happened to him, he’d want her to find love again. If he could be jealous from
the beyond, then she knew he would be now.
Bart insisted that Havoc wouldn’t want her to spend the rest of her life alone and
unhappy, that he’d loved her too much for that, and Cory believed that, too. But she had
lived the past twelve years cradling the memory of her husband’s love carefully in her
heart, preserving every bit of it to sustain her. She had to find a safe place for those
memories before she could let Bart in any further.
She had to. If she lost Havoc, she herself would break apart.
Instead of saying all of that, what she said was, “I need to get home and let Thor out.”
Bart dropped his head a little, then nodded. “Okay. I’ll walk you to your truck.”
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~oOo~
While Thor did his business in the back yard, Cory sat on a chaise lounge with a glass of
wine and waited for the tears to come. She’d never been any good at figuring out her life.
All her life, she’d failed. She’d never been able to make a solid home for Nolan. She’d
never been able to make her first husband, Nolan’s biological father, help her be a family.
She’d never been able to keep a job.
Then she’d met Havoc. He was everything she disliked about men—harsh and brutish,
sexist and coarse. He’d had no use for women except for his own physical needs, and
he’d known of no other way than to take what he wanted. Force and bluster. She had the
job she had because he’d all but bodily forced her to take it.
But he’d made himself vulnerable to her. He’d learned how to love so that he could love
her. And Nolan. He’d been the best father Nolan could have had. He’d given them a
home and a family and a life. She was sitting on the patio of the house he’d given her.
He’d made Loki with her.
Twelve years after his death, every part of her life bore his touch.
She’d curled up into the life he’d given her and turned her back on everything else. She’d
been living in a bubble for twelve years. She still slept on her side of their bed, and the
pillows on his side were the same ones he’d last laid his head on.
Her life was a shrine. She was a shrine.
Maybe that was why she was having so much more trouble with her feelings than Bart
was, despite his loss being fresher. He’d been more present and just fully realized as his
own self during his marriage. He and Riley had had lives and purposes of their own when
they’d come together, and they’d built something new from it. He had a lifetime of
memories to draw from and remember his happiness, and he had a confident knowledge
of the strength of what he’d made with his wife. He knew who he was without Riley,
because he’d known who he was before her.
Cory had had almost nothing, of possessions or of self-concept, when she’d met Havoc.
She’d been a seed puff on the breeze, no more substantial than that. She remembered the
huge fight they’d had when he’d used basically that argument to get her to take the job
managing Valhalla. God, she’d been so furious at him, so offended, but he’d been right.
She’d taken root in Havoc’s life and shaped herself to that. That would have been fine—it
was a good life and would have been perfect—if he’d been there with her to share the
space. But instead, he’d gotten himself tortured and murdered six months after their
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marriage and two months after the birth of their son, and she’d been left alone to raise
their children in the husk he’d left behind.
Alone. She’d been alone, and she was so goddamn lonely. She felt like a husk of a person
herself. Now Nolan was married, and Loki was in junior high. He’d be off on his own in
just a few more years, and here she’d be, clutching a handful of memories to her heart so
that she could remember the brief few moments in her life that she’d known real
happiness.
Havoc had left her everything he could. Financially secure, wrapped in the arms of a big,
loving family. He’d left her a beautiful son and a home they loved. He’d left Nolan with a
father who’d shaped him long after death. He’d left her beautiful memories of a deep,
wild love. In his life, he’d done all he could to give her happiness.
As Thor came over and sat at her side, Cory finished her wine and looked up at the
autumn sky. Lexi looked up at the stars and tried to find her mother. Often, she would
point to a star and say that that was the one. Cory had no idea what awaited after death,
whether the ones they’d lost somehow retained a consciousness of the life they’d left
behind. But the worry that Havoc would be hurt by her feelings for Bart pressed on her,
rational or not.
So she looked up at the stars on this night and said, “I love you, Hav. I’ll never stop. But I
need to feel love again. I need to feel it. On my skin. I need to smell it and taste it. I’m so
lonely, and I can’t anymore. I feel the chance to be happy again, and I need to take it.
Bart loves you, too. We’ll take care of each other and love each other, and we’ll love you
together. We already do.”
The tears came then. Cory sat looking up at the night sky and cried. But these tears were
different from those that had assailed her lately, or any she’d cried in the last twelve
years. These weren’t tears of loneliness or despair or confusion or fear.
These were love.
Whether she and Thor were the only audience for her words, or Havoc heard them, she
didn’t know. But when her tears had run their course, she felt better. Lighter. Clearer.
“C’mon, Thor. Let’s take a ride.”
~oOo~
Cory pulled up in Bart’s driveway and helped Thor out of the back seat. Bart’s main bike
and his Tahoe were both there, which was a relief. He was home. She hadn’t called, but it
hadn’t been that long since she’d left him at the festival site, so she knew he’d be awake.
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She hoped she’d be welcome.
As she came around the back of her truck and headed for his porch, the front door
opened. In the frame of the screen door, she saw him, mostly in silhouette. He’d changed
and was wearing only a dark pair of sweats. No shirt or anything else, as far as she could
tell.
The door opened with a screech, and Demi bounded out and down the steps to Thor, who
accepted her enthusiastic greeting with weary affection.
Bart stepped out, into the circle of porch light. The massive, dark tattoo, an elaborate
scene of a bike riding down a winding country road, tall trees on either side, which
covered his whole firm belly and disappeared into the waistband of his sweats, slung low
across his hips, drew her attention.
God, he was gorgeous.
Looking down at her from the porch, he said nothing. Looking up at him from the foot of
the steps, she didn’t know what to say.
Then he held out his hand, and she climbed the few steps and took it.
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She’d brought Thor with her.
She was staying the night—she’d come to him with that intention.
Bart was very glad he hadn’t indulged his first impulse upon arriving home and gone for
the Jack. He was sober, and this was happening.
Holding Cory’s hand, studying her blue eyes, he whistled through his teeth and called the
dogs up. As they came up on the porch, Bart opened the screen door and pulled Cory into
his house.
Thor and Demi pushed past them and padded into the kitchen; Bart gave them just
enough notice to be sure they were out of his way.
Still staring into her eyes, searching for the fear or guilt or worry, the reserve, he’d seen
in them lately, since he’d first kissed her, Bart saw none of that. He saw shyness and
anticipation. He saw desire.
It was on his tongue to ask her if she was sure, but before the words had breath, he
choked them off. She’d come to him, ready to stay. She’d already answered the question
he hadn’t asked.
He let go of her hand, cupped his palms around her face, and kissed her.
For the first time, there was no hesitation in her. As soon as his lips touched hers, she was
kissing him back.
Her hands came up and rested on his bare chest, but she didn’t push him away. Instead, as
their tongues explored each other’s mouths, her palms skimmed over him, brushing his
pecs. His nipples tightened as she slid over them, slowly, as if she were learning him with
her hands, then down across his belly and around his waist. Up his back. When she
reached the top, her fingers hooked over his shoulders, and her body swayed forward,
forming to him completely.
She’d come to him, and she was ready. Bart didn’t know what had happened in the hour
since he’d watched her drive away from him, but she had found her way. To him.
With a groan, he ended the kiss. Watching her face for any sign of trepidation, he reached
up and unhooked her hands from him, bringing them around and linking his fingers with
hers. Without a word, he turned and led her to the staircase.
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~oOo~
He’d never shared this room, or this bed, with Riley. He was glad for that.
His bedroom was the least decorated room in the house, as spare as a monk’s cell. He had
what pieces of furniture he needed to hold his clothes and support his sleep, and he’d
accumulated a few knickknacks and drawings from the kids over the past couple of years,
but he had no area rug, no bedding but the basics, no wall hangings but those drawings
taped over his dresser, no photographs but the glass double frame that sat on his
nightstand—a photo of him and Riley on their tenth anniversary, and the last full-family
portrait they’d had taken.
He hadn’t even set up any of his gear. That was all stored away. He’d lost interest in tech
and used only his tablet and phone, like a regular jerk.
Cory often did his and the kids’ laundry, so she’d been in here many times, putting his
clean clothes away. She’d never remarked on his apparent lack of taste or interest. But
she, above all, probably understood.
This was the room he slept in, alone. Nothing more. Until tonight.
Now, he led her to the bed, which, at least, he made regularly. He turned her to face him,
searching her eyes again, again finding only the bashful anticipation of a first time. More
than simply their first time—she’d been alone, untouched, for so very long. Though it
had been many years since he’d been with anyone but Riley, and he was nervous, too, he
felt a responsibility to her, to continue to move slowly, to give her time, even as they
closed this last piece of the distance between them.
Again he thought to ask her if she was sure, and again he decided to leave the question
unvoiced. She was a grown woman, older than he. She was strong and smart. He trusted
her to know her own mind, and she had come to him. She was sure.
As he put his fingers on the placket of her fitted plaid shirt, taking the topmost of the
buttons she’d fastened, he kissed her lips lightly, moving to her cheek as he released the
button and moved down to the next. He kissed her neck, her throat, the notch between her
collarbones, moving to another button with each press of his lips. Undoing the last
button, he pushed the shirt from her shoulders and watched as she shrugged herself free
of it and it fell to the floor.
She wore a pretty lace bra in dark blue. He saw at once that it fastened in the front, and he
twisted the little plastic clasp and freed her. When he pushed the satiny straps from her
shoulders, she shook the bra to the floor as well.
Her breasts were lovely, shapely and still firm, her nipples dark against fair skin. He
cupped them in his hands and watched those dark nipples contract as brushed his thumbs
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over them. A sudden rush of gooseflesh washed over her chest and shoulders, down her
arms, and she shivered subtly, but he doubted she was cold.
Her pulse trembled wildly against her throat, and her chest shook with unsteady breaths,
but her eyes hadn’t left him, and there was no fear or doubt in them.
Locked with her eyes, he opened her jeans and pushed them and her panties down from
her hips. Then his eyes drifted downward to take in the view.
Her bush was trimmed and tended, a neat wedge of dark hair. It made him smile. She’d
been alone for so long, and he wondered if she was just naturally conscientious about her
grooming…or if she had done it for him? Not tonight, certainly; she’d come to him just
as he’d left her. In anticipation of this, then? Prepared for the chance?
Charmed by the thought, he swept her into his arms and laid her on the bed. She let him,
went where he put her, still watching him. Waiting. Trusting. He pulled off her boots and
the rest of her clothes and cast them aside.
And Jesus, look at her. Her long, dark hair, spread over the pillows; her long, slim legs,
one turned to lean on the other, shyly.
“Bart,” she whispered, and a hint of doubt turned the syllable upward.
“I love you,” he answered and stretched out at her side. He left his sweats on; it seemed
too early yet to be bare with her and so obvious about his need, which was rock hard and
straining.
Leaning on his elbow, hovering over her, he brushed an errant lock of hair from her
chest. He bent and kissed the soft skin above her nipple, and she took a deep breath,
pressing her body to his mouth. Taking her breast in his hand, he kissed the nipple,
lightly, then circled his tongue over the tight knot, its flesh rippled with arousal. When he
sucked it into his mouth, she cried out and arched backward, and he wrapped his arm
around her and held her to him, turning her body in so that it lay tightly all along his. His
erection was shoved into her sharp hip bone, and he savored the discomfort, groaning as
he sucked deeper and his hips rocked forward.
Just having her like this, her sleek, bare body in his arms, made Bart’s mind empty of
thought and fill with sensation, a wave crashing against the backs of his eyes. Something
in his chest shuddered and broke loose, spreading out like wings opening. He released her
breast and took a great, heaving breath, then tucked his face into the crook of her
shoulder and simply held her. He was overwhelmed, overwrought.
His heart. It was his heart that had broken free.
Dangerously near tears, his throat turning into a wad of hard slag, he buried his face as
close to her as he could get and clamped his arms around her. He felt her breasts trapped
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against his chest; he felt her chest heave as she fought for breath in his hold. But she
didn’t fight to be free. She held him closely. He felt her hand moving over his back.
Soothing.
She understood.
Calming, he moved back so he could see her face. Her eyes shone, and a tiny puddle of a
tear rested on the side of her nose. He leaned in, and her eyes closed as he kissed it away,
tasting the salt of her sadness.
“This is okay,” he murmured, peering into her eyes. “We’re okay. You and me.”
Cory’s eyes moved back and forth, plumbing the depths of each of his in turn. Then she
nodded and leaned in. Her lips touched his, and her tongue brushed his bottom lip. “I love
you,” she whispered.
With a painful groan, he rolled, setting her on her back as he turned up the heat of the
kiss.
Bart wanted to move slowly, to let her, and himself, adjust to this new thing and all the
powerful emotions it unleashed. But as he kissed her now, with more fervor than any kiss
they’d shared before, it seemed important, crucial, to join. To close the distance
completely. Right now.
He skimmed his hand down her arm, over her hip, across her thigh. She let her legs fall
open as he brushed the sensitive skin at the inside of her thigh, and his fingers found the
core of her, hot and slick. He slid through her soft folds and found her ready. Her flesh
quivered against his fingers. When he touched the wet bead of her clit, she tore her mouth
from his and cried out, her eyes wide.
Understanding how close she was, Bart slid a finger inside her—she was soaking wet but
far tighter than he had expected, her body gripping his single digit. Before he could rub
his thumb over her clit and bring her off that way, she closed her hand around his wrist
and stopped him.
“You. I want you.”
In those words, Bart heard that she felt as he did—the need to join and not delay. With a
smile and a quick nod, he kissed her lightly and pulled his hand from her. He reached to
his nightstand and opened the drawer.
A few days after their ride and their talk at the roadside malt shop, while he was in
Springfield placing an order for the repair shop, he’d stopped at a Walgreens and picked
up a box of condoms. Just to have them when Cory was ready.
And thank God for his foresight.
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He tore open the box and ripped a condom free from its strip. Then he remembered that
he was still wearing pants. With a grunt of irritation, knowing he looked like a flailing
idiot, he pushed the sweats off his hips and kicked his legs free.
Finally, he moved between her legs and settled on his knees. She watched him, smiling
sweetly, as he fumbled around, remembering how to put the damn thing on.
But then it was on, and he leaned forward, propped on one hand over her as he guided
himself to her. Her belly shook, tiny tremors all over, and he stopped, letting go of his
cock to smooth his hand over that nervous skin. Their eyes met yet again. Still no fear or
doubt in hers, but some anxiety. And finally, he voiced the question that had risen to his
lips more than once.
“Are you sure?”
She nodded at once. “Please.”
He took hold of himself and pushed forward.
Holy Jesus fuck, she was tight. Too tight. Jesus! He hadn’t expected that at all—and
neither had she. She gasped and flinched back when barely more than his head was in.
He stopped. “Cor?”
“It’s okay,” she breathed, “It hurts a little.”
“You want me to stop?”
“No. Just go slow.”
“Okay. Bring your legs around me.” She did, hooking her ankles at the small of his back,
and he pushed farther in, an inch at the most. If anything, she felt tighter—and oh fuck,
for him it was amazing. If he hadn’t been worried about her, he might already have blown
his load.
But he was worried about her. Each push, each scant inch forward, drew a gasp and a
flinch from her, and he paused until she nodded again.
By the time he was fully sheathed, his arms shook from the strain of holding himself
back, and she was panting from the effort of taking him in.
“Okay,” she finally said, her body relaxing with an exhale. “I’m okay. I think I’m
just…stiff? That’s embarrassing.”
Bart shook his head. “No. It’s beautiful. I feel…honored.”
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“So do I,” she whispered.
Carefully, slowly, Bart lifted his hips, pulling back. Cory sighed, this not a gasp of
discomfort but of pleasure, and Bart rocked forward again, slowly, until he was as deep
as she had room to take him.
“Oh, yes,” she sighed. “God, yes.” Her eyes fluttered shut.
But he needed them. He needed her to see him, and he needed to see her, into her. “Open
your eyes, Cor. Look at me.”
She did. They kept their eyes locked together as he moved inside her, slowly at first, and
then when she began to move as well, writhing under him, countering his thrusts, he sped
up. With each thrust she wanted more of him, could take more of him, and he answered
her gasping cries for more, more, more.
When she came, she sank her nails into his back and arched her neck. He came with a
shout while her finish still pulsed around him.
In their afterglow, Bart stayed on her, holding his weight in his arms so he didn’t crush
her, but he dropped his head to her shoulder and was still. Cory held him, and they were
quiet together until the full weight and power of what had happened, what it meant, had
been felt. Then he pulled gently out of her, shed the condom, tied it off, and tossed it into
the empty wastebasket by the dresser.
He rolled to his back and pulled her close, settling her in his arms, on his chest. She came
easily, wanting the same thing. As she lay there with him, quietly, her hand rubbed
lightly over the ink on his belly. Three tattoos, one inked over the other, and over the
other: his first Horde ink, which had been covered when he’d left the Horde to save it.
The scorpion that had replaced it, when he’d joined another club. And the scene that had
replaced that when that club had gone under, and Bart had become Horde again: Route
68, a twisty patch through the forest. Havoc, on his big Softail with its ape-hangers,
riding away. Each new tat on his belly had been more agonizing than the one before it.
The one he wore now, the one that hurt most, would never have to be covered up.
He wore his club ink on his back now, large block letters, H-O-R-D-E, inked down his
spine. He’d never have to cover that up again, either.
Neither Bart nor Cory spoke as they rested together. When he felt her breathing ease into
the slow, regular rhythm of sleep, he reached to his nightstand to turn off the lamp.
The photos in the glass frames—Riley and him and their family—caught his eye, as they
always did. As he studied the face of his dead wife, in his arms, Bart felt the loss of her.
But he didn’t feel the pressing, cutting sorrow he’d known for so long. And he felt no
guilt. Lying in this bed she’d never slept in, in this room, this house, she’d never known,
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holding the woman he newly loved, Bart knew that his love for Riley and his memories
of her were undamaged by this change. What he had with Cory, what they might make
together, wouldn’t cover over what they’d had before with their first loves.
They were writing a new life on a fresh page.
Smiling at the photos, he turned off the light. Then he kissed Cory’s head and closed his
eyes.
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EPILOGUE
A New Life

Cory leaned on the door jamb and crossed her arms. “Dudes. Did you seriously unpack
that box?”
Ian and Loki looked up, wearing identical expressions of What? Me?
“I just wanted to show him my Saga omnibus,” Loki explained, his expression becoming
the cute one he used to get his way.
But he was almost thirteen years old now, and that expression wasn’t all that cute
anymore.
“You can show Ian whatever you want when you unpack it at the other house. You’re
sharing a room now. You’ll have lots of time to show each other all your treasures.”
Dom pushed through the doorway around her. “’Scuse,” he muttered on his way. He
looked around at the comics all over the floor again, chuckled, then picked up a box that
was still sealed. “C’mon, fellas. Help us out,” he said as Cory cleared out of the doorway
to let him pass.
“Pack it all up. Both of you. Now.” She used her next-time-I-yell voice and turned away,
back to the kitchen, which she’d put off to the last minute because packing up kitchens
was the absolute worst. It had been a long time since she’d had to do it, but the trauma
was still fresh from the last time she had.
In the kitchen she stopped and let a wave of sadness move through her. Havoc had
bought her this house, given her this home.
She’d raised Loki here. She’d watched Nolan become a man from here. This house was
the only place she’d ever had that had been a real home. Even after Havoc was gone, this
was where she could find him.
She’d tried to kill herself in the bathroom here, on the night of Havoc’s funeral.
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She’d thought she’d never leave this house alive.
“Mom? You okay?” Nolan came in from the back door, pulling a dolly into the room. A
warm June breeze came in with him and made the stack of packing paper flutter on the
table, and he caught it and moved a box onto it before it could all blow away. Every time
the front door and the back door were opened at the same time, a gale that would register
on the Fujita scale went through the house. She’d had hundreds of mini heart attacks over
the years when all interior doors slammed at once as the kids ran through.
“I’m good. Just remembering.”
He looked around with a smile. “It’s a good house. But this is good, Mom. What you’re
doing—it’s right.”
“I know.” She did. She was happy, too, and that was a stronger presence in her heart than
her sadness. She and Loki were moving in with Bart and his kids. They were going to be
a real family.
They’d taken things step by step, moving gently, carefully with each other and with their
children. Even after the night of the Harvest Festival, they’d kept things low key, to
themselves, not coming out to their family until after Thanksgiving.
The response from everyone—their children, the club, the town, everyone—had ranged
from a cheer to a shrug. No one had been scandalized, and Cory didn’t think anyone had
even been surprised. Not a syllable of unpleasant gossip had hit her ears. The news had
spread, of course, and brought more cheers and good wishes and still no surprise.
The biggest reaction had been Deck’s, who, when they’d sat all the kids down to tell
them in a carefully-planned family meeting, had jumped up and shouted “THANK YOU,
SANTA!!!”
He’d been crushed when he’d found out it didn’t mean that she and Loki were moving in
right away.
Cory needed to take that slowly, too. She felt rooted to this house, and she had to unwind
herself from it carefully, so that each tendril of memory remained intact.
She thought of it as being repotted.
She’d stalled out in the first part of the year, unable to make any plans to move, because
she could not make herself sell the house. Havoc had given her this home, and it was the
most special gift she had ever received. It had been such a Havoc thing to do, to make a
huge decision like this—to choose their home, to buy it with cash and complete the
deal—without ever consulting her, but to pick the absolutely perfect home for her and to
give it to her in the absolutely perfect way.
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She couldn’t sell it. It couldn’t leave the family. But the thought that it would stand
empty was too stark a metaphor for her to cope with.
It had been Isaac who’d solved her dilemma. Cory suspected that Bart had gone to him
for help, but Bart had never said so, and Isaac hadn’t given him up. Isaac suggested that
Double A and Candy rent the place. They wanted another child, but their place was too
small. They’d intended to buy, but they loved this house, and they loved Cory, so they’d
agreed to rent.
Maybe, after Cory had gotten used to her new life, she might sell it to them. As long as it
stayed in the family, she thought Havoc would be okay with that.
“I’m gonna help Cox with the dresser, and then I’m gonna have to scoot. Iris has the
doctor this afternoon, remember.”
“I remember.” Iris was pregnant; she and Nolan expected their first child in August.
They’d built a house on a beautiful little spread, and they were making a beautiful little
family. Havoc would have been so proud to see Nolan wearing that Horde kutte, taking
care of his family. Being the man they’d known he would be.
“Give her a hug for me,” she said. She was going to be a grandmother. Wow. Life just
kept rolling forward.
He smiled and pulled the dolly through to the hall and down to her bedroom.
Cory took a deep breath and went to the table. She picked up an empty box and a stack of
papers, and she opened the nearest cupboard. It was time to pack up this life and start the
next one.
~oOo~
Combining two houses which had each been full into one of them had been no simple
undertaking. Cory had purged a lot of material dross she’d been dragging along through
the years. She’d kept all of Hav’s things, all this time—his clothes, his underwear, even
his toothbrush. In preparation for the move, she’d finally packed up most of his clothes
and taken them to Goodwill. Nolan had taken all his tools and gear when he’d gotten his
own garage built.
She’d kept that toothbrush, though, and some other pieces of clothing and mementos.
She’d bought a nice antique Pullman trunk at Iris’s shop, and she neatly packed away in
that trunk the things of Havoc’s that she couldn’t part with.
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It sat on the floor at the end of Bart’s bed now. Not Bart’s bed—their bed. Her bed, the
one she’d shared with Havoc, was stored in the barn, in a room Bart had built out to hold
the things they’d set aside to create a life together.
Bart had already been fairly streamlined, after he’d moved from California, but he’d
purged more, making all the room for her and Loki that they needed. He’d built bunk
beds for the boys, who were excited to share a room, but he had plans to build onto the
house so that all the kids could have their own room and Cory could have a place to make
her jewelry.
She was still saving the money she made selling her pieces. She meant it to someday be a
fund for each of the kids to do one bucket-list thing, something crazy and selfish and
irrational, before they settled onto the path of their adulthood. Whatever they wanted it to
be. Preferably something they’d expect their parents to think was dumb.
Technically, they didn’t need her little jewelry fund to do that; money was not a problem
for them, and wouldn’t be a problem for sending their kids into the world. But Cory
wanted it to be something different from their parents paying for them. She wanted it to
be a gift, from her. No strings at all.
She unwrapped a pinot noir glass and set it in the cabinet Isaac had built for them as a
housewarming. A place to keep her extensive collection of wine glasses.
The June night was cool enough that they’d opened all the windows, and the kitchen was
noisy with the sounds of frogs and crickets. Every now and then, a June bug would hit a
screen with a snick, attracted by the lights. Each time, Demi lifted her head and tried to
figure out what was making the sound. She wasn’t interested enough to stir herself from
her cozy place lying on Thor’s rear end, though.
“What song is that?” Bart asked, and she looked over her shoulder and smiled. He’d been
putting Deck to bed. He’d been up there about an hour; Deck had been pretty wound up
from all the bustle of the day.
“Hi. What?”
He wrapped his arms around her waist and kissed her bare shoulder. “The song you’re
singing. It sounds familiar.”
She hadn’t realized she’d been singing. Closing her eyes, she tried to hear the memory.
“‘More than Life,’ I think.”
“Sing it some more.” His lips moved over her skin as he asked, and then he sucked on her
neck, so Cory doubted he was all that interested in the song, but she sang a bit anyway.
“I can feel your voice against my lips,” he murmured, kissing her throat and turning her
around. “That’s the song we danced to at Nolan’s wedding, isn’t it?”
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She remembered that dance, a year ago. So beautiful and painful, when she was just
beginning to realize that her feelings for Bart had become something new. “Yeah, it is.”
“It’s even more beautiful in your voice. And you’re even more beautiful in this house, in
my arms.”
He feathered more tiny kisses over her cheek, her neck, her shoulder, along her
collarbone, and back to her mouth, and she grabbed him and held him there, making the
kiss something other than teasing seduction. Making it an intention.
When she sucked his tongue into her mouth, he grunted and pulled back, chuckling.
“Leave the unpacking for tomorrow. All the boys are asleep. Lexi is in her room with her
headphones on, listening to a book while she draws. Come to bed with me. I want to love
you in our bed. All night.”
She nodded, and he let her go and took her hand, and they went upstairs to their bed.

THE END
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